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LEADERS,

Washington,
Pomerene urged the president today to appoint as solicitor of the department of commerce, Lee Thurman
of Columbus, Ohio, grandson of the
late Allen G. Thurman.
Representatives Bartlett, Hughes,
Adamson, and other members of the
Georgia delegation discussed with
President Wilson the prospects of filling many offices held by Republicans.
"We got the impression," said Mr.
time the
Bartlett, "that at
president would appoint efficient
Democrats to many of the places now
held by Republiaiis, and the Democrats must be patient about it."
PRESIDENT'S ITINERARY.
Washington, D. C, April 21. The
White House announced the president's itinerary as follows :
Leave Washington 12:30
May. 1.
o'clock. Speech at Paterson, N. J.,
meeting to be presided over by U.S.
Senator Wm. J. Hughes.
May 2. Speech at Jersey City,
Nameeting to be presided over by
tional Committeeman Robert Huds-

tor

This practically is disarranged but
it was pointed out today that from
the Mediterranean it is comparatively
a short voyage through the Suez canal
and into the Pacific and the fleet
could return that way, making the
passage through the canal from the
Pacific to the Atlantic.
The main ships of the line to go
on the cruise will be the battleships
.
peth.
Wyoming, Florida, Arkansas, DelaBoth meetings will be under' the ware, North Dakota, Utah, Vermont,
HampMichigan, New
Louisiana,
auspices of the Democratic Btate committee of New Jersey. Acting Gov- shire, South Carolina, Virginia, Georof
ernor Fielder and Mayor Wittpenn,
gia, Nebraska, New Jersey, Rhode
the Island, Minnesota, Connecticut, KanJersey City, rival candidates for comsas and Idaho.
gubernatorial nomination at the
these ships with the
Comparing
ing primary, have been invited to
battle fleet which went round the
speak at the Jersey City meeting.
The president will spend the nights world, they aggregate a tonnage of
of May 1 and 2 In New York,' return- 364,5fl0 against 233,500. Navy officers
point out that a more striking examing to Washington on May 3.
NOMINATIONS.
ple of the advance in the navy's effecWashington, D. C, April 21. Presi- tive fighting power is shown by a
dent Wilson today sent the following comparison of the muzzle energy of
nominations to the senate:
the main batteries.
Governor of Alaska, J. E. A. Strong
In round figures the muzzle energy
of the battle fleet of 1907 summed up
of Juneau.
Surveyor general of Alaska, Chas, 5,30'0,OW foot pounds. The main batteries of the fleet which will make the
E. Davidson of Alaska.
Auditor for the war department, J, Mediterranean trip will total 9,550,- LOQ-0
Baity, of Missouri.
jopt- - pounds almost twice as
SETS OFF FIREWORKS
much.
DisWashington, T); C, April 21.
cussing Democrats, past and present, DR. GOMEZ HAS
Republican Leader Mann set off some
NARROW ESCAPE
political fireworks today on the floor
of the house. Thomas Jefferson, WillFROM ENEMIES
iam R. Hearst, Speaker Clark and Secto by Mr.
were
referred
retary Bryan
Mexico City, Mex., April 21. It was
Mann in the course of a caustic critistated today that Francisco de la Bar-lacism of the House Democrats. ,
Mexican foreign
minister, has
Representative Willie of Ohio wanted printed a recent letter of William asked for an explanation through the
R. Hearst, discussing President Wil- Mexican embassy at Washington of
son's visit to the house, and a letter the conduct of Consul William Canada
of Thomas Jefferson on a similar sub- e.t Vera Cruz, who is alleged to have
obprevented the arrest and removal
ject. Representative Fitzgerald
from a Ward line steamer of Dr. Franjected.
"The gentleman objects," shouted cisco Vasquez Gomez.
It is understood that Dr. Francisco
Mr. Mann, "to printing a letter of
Thomas Jefferson, the putative father Vasquez Gomez, who was formerly
of Democracy. Democratic doctrines minister of education and at one time
have evidently wandered far from in charge of the financing of the
movement, with headquarters at
those of the days of our fathers."
"Doesn't the gentleman think," In- Washington, Is alleged to have been
terrupted Representative Bartlett of implicated in the Zapata rebellion, alGeorgia, "that it is Democratic heresy though his capture was sought by the
to connect Jefferson with Hearst?"
Mexican authorities on the basis of a
Mr,
"You Democrats," continued
civil charge.
authorities went
Mann, "are not afraid of Thomas JefWhen the
are on board the military
Ward liner and demandferson, because he's dead, but you
afraid of Mr. Hearst because he is ed the delivery of Dr. Gomez, Consul
alive. Some day we will read in the Canada refused to permit it, on the"
papers, I suppose, of another recon- ground that the country was under
ciliation, in which Mr. Hearst will fig- martial law and' that only a warrant
ure. But It will not be a real recon- issued by a competent judge could be
reciliation. It will be a
recognized.
conciliation."
Washington, D. Q., April 21. Offcame from the
- A roar of applause
icials of the Mexican embassy here
Speaker Clark pounded said today they had not yet received
Republicans.
the desk with his gavel.
instructions from Foreign Minister 'de
"The house will be in order," but la Barra to take up with the state deround
another
the words were lost in
partment the conduct of Consul Canaof applause In which both sides of the da at Vera Cruz; nor had they yet
chamber joined.
t
made any representations on that
"This side of the house," continued
of their own initiative.
with the
Mr. Mann, "sympathizes
speaker in the recent struggle and we
FIVE FIREMEN INJURED.
are not afraid to say so, because we
are not seeking the influence of the
Sacramento, Calif., April 21. Five
secretary of state in the selection of firemen were injured seriously, but not
'
.
jobs." .
fatally in a Are that started in the
TO SPEAK IN NEW JERSEY.
today.
Knox
Lumber
plant
company's
President Wilson has practically de- Eight buildings were destroyed and
cided upon May 1 and 2 as the dates
the loss will amount to more than
for'hls speaking trip in northern New $100,000.
Jersey In bahalf of jury reform and the
proposal to call a state constitutional
RATE HEARING TOMORROW.
,

Ma-der-

Clark-Brya-

n

sub-jes-

(I

convention.

SUITS SETTLED.
C, April 21. Decisions by the supreme court today did
not include any of the important suits
' '
.
pending.
NO IMPORTANT
Washington, D.

Denver, Colo., April 21. The state
tomorrailway commission today set
of
row as the date for the
Colorado coal rate
the northern
cases.

ALL GERMANY AROUSED

OVER ETIQUETTE PROBLEM

Berlin, April 21. A lively controversy has been started here on v the
ouestion whether the Princess Augustine Victoria, of Hohenzollern, who is
Manuel, of Poraffianced to
called
be
"queen." Some
to
is
tugal,
of the German ejjerts on court questions declare that sn9 will rank only
as a duchess, with tia title of "royal
Ugliness," while others assert that as
g

SOON

Manuel has not recognized his deposition from the throne of Portugal, and
retains the titles of "king" and
'majesty" even at those 'courts whose
governments have officially recognized the republic of Portugal, his consort will share this courtesy title.
in Berlin of the
Little
bride, as ber entire ufe has been spent
in the south of Germany,

SAYS

JOHNSON

STRENGTHENING OF RANKS COURTS TO DECIDE
CONSTITUTIONAL

Brussels,
Belgium, April 21. The
gfneral strike for equal suffrage in
Calgium enters on its second week
with the rank? of the strikers un
broken, and in fact, strengthened by
the adhesion of still further recruits,
Lringing their total up to nearly
according to Sociuslst' computa

f

Sacramento, Calif., April 21. It was
said today by administration leaders
in the state senate and assembly that
a definite agreement to enact an anti- alien land law directed solely against
tions. A Socialist national conven- the Japanese and exempting all fortion meets on Wednesday to discuss eigners, "eligible to citizenship in thn
the situation.
L'nited States" hud been reached and
Acts of violence continue to bo rare. would be carried out this week.
It is understood that this course has
the approval of Governor Hiram W.
ARE
Johnson and that he will sign the bill
RELEASED TO
Immediately upon its passage. Whethsuch a law would be constitutional
LEAVE DENVER er
will remain in doubt until it is tested
in the federal courts, but it Is the setDenver, Colo., April 21. The In- tled policy of the majority party in the:
dustrial Workers of the World, num- legislature to regard the state as havbering almost 100, who were jailed ing full rights in the matter until deas vagrants here last week were re- termined otherwise by judicial decisleased by the city authorities today. ion.
The prisoners agreed to leave the
The exact wording of the new bill
city at once, and the local branch of has not been decided upon, but it probto
"head
the organization promised
ably will be formulated before night.
off" the members who were reported The new draft will be offered as a sub
marching on Denver from the west. stitute for the Thompsou-Birdsal- l
hill
The compromise followed a meet- in the senate where it will first coma
ing oT the Industrial Workers in the to a vote. It is said that the danger
jail, at which they sent for chief of of irreparable loss to the state through
police Felix O'Neill and told him that frightening away European capital
they would leave Denver if they were coupled with the fact that no matte;
given their freedom, adding that they what the form of the measure, tne
had been induced to come here by
Japanese would know it was aimed at
representations which they hud found them, caused the legislative committo be false.
tee to decide upon a bill frankly inGrand Junction, Colo., April 21. Intended to affect only Asiatics.
dustrial Workers of the World, now in
Secretary of State Bryan's telegram
Grand Junction held a meeting today
received last Saturday containing adand voted to speak on the street to- vice
directly contrary to the present
night, in defiance of the police, unless plan of nrtion, is taken only as an 'exfed
free by the city.
they are
g
pression of opinion and not as
Mayor Tood, who was recently cenin any way with the state's
sured for his friendliness to the I. W.
to act. Hie sentiment favoring
ordered the police to right
W., has
an alien land law has been
exno
street
meetings tonight
permit
from the beginning and it is
cept those of the Salvation Army. doubtful if more than one Democrat in
This afternoon 135 special policemen the senate will heed tlu
niesage' from
were sworn in.
the state, department at Wauhuigtoif
A party of officers visited the camp when the measuie comes to a final
ol the Industrial Workers this morn- vote.
ing and urged them to leave the city,
Leaders of the Progressive Republi-- ,
but the leaders of the organization re can
majority declare they are not
fused, saying they were determined to
politically or otherwise by the
at
in
some
Grand
time
Junction
spend
views of the Democratic national" adthe expense of the citizens.
ministration.
Senator Iioynson, president pro tern
of the senate, and administration floor
LAKE STEAMER
leader of the upper house said today:
'
SINKS BUT HER
i believe the people of California
land law that will have
CREW IS SAVED desire an alien
the effect of preventing their agricultural and residential la'nds from
Milwaukee, Wis., April 21. The
passing into the hands of the Japasieamer Uganda, grain laden, bound nese
and Chinese, and such a law"
in
Bank
to
Milwaukee
from
Buffalo,
should be passed.
the
Lake Michigan Sunday night, near
"It must not be so sweeping iu char-- ,
straits of Mackinac, after being
acter,
however, as to exclude all
crushed in the ice, according to inshould welcome the
formation brought here today by the aliens. California
CanThe sturdy fanners from Europe and
crew of the Anna C. Minoh.
oJ
the
investment
also
ada,
capital
22
of
perUganda's crew, consisting
I believe it would
and
those
peoples,
sons, were rescued.
The Uganda was one of the largest he a mistake to bar those people and
that capital simply to save the pride of
wooden boats on the lake.
the Japanese and Chinese.
"No good purpose can be served in
CLUB WOMEN POUR
INTO WASHINGTON. this case by passing a general law. It
should state its object as desired by
and stop
April 21. From the people of California,
Washington. D.
all quarters of the United States club "'ere."
iMiition nnnrnd into the canital today,
tn the annual convention of women, representing more than that
rlpwat
s
organizations
the General Federation of Women's cumber of women
before
clubs. It was estimated at registra- would announce their arrival
that more than BOO noon tomorrow.
tion
500,-0(:-

100 I.W.WS

ing.
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SECOND WEEK MARKS

BY PANAMA CANAL

Washington, D. C, April 21. When
the American fleet sails for the Mediterranean in January it will be nearly
twice the muzzle energy of the famous
battle fleet sent around the world in
1907 by former President Roosevelt
and of half again the tonnage.
The schedule and ports of call have
not been worked out yet in the navy
department, and it merely has been
announced that the big fleet would
tour the Mediterranean in divisions.
It was the original plan m connection
with the opening of the Panama canal
to have the fleet pass through from
the Atlantic to the Pacific about January 1, the tentative date of the open-
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X X X X X
Athens, Gr,eece. April 21. The reply v X X X X v'S
Washington, D. C, April 21. The
THE TITANIC DISASTER.
cf the Balkan allies was presented toj
tariff bill as amended, by
Democratic
the EuroDean powers today. It is a X Date Sunday, April 14, 1912. X
in
was
caucus
house
the
X
aboard
2,206.
a; Passengers
general acceptance of the offer of
X the house today and will be called up
Survivors 701!.
meditation between Turkey and the
X for general debate Wednesday. The
Victims 1,503.
Victims. X house rules committee is considering
Survivors:
allies, with the reservation, However,
120 X a resolution to limit the time for dis202
that the questions of the disposal of X First class
of amendof
162 X cussion and the number
and
115
sea
in
class
X
Second
the
Aegean
the islands
176 . 533 X ments aiming to put the bill through
the delimitation of the frontiers of X Third class
6S8 X to its passage as rapidly as possible.
200
the province of Thrace and of the fu- X Of the crew
A resolution offered in the caucus
4
. . . X
ture state of Albania shall be left X Officers
would limit debates to eight legislaallies
X
the
between
debate
for
open
703
1,503 X tive days, to limit each schedule to
and the powers during the negotia- X Totals
X X X X X X X X-- X S S X X X two and permit only two amendments
tions.
to the bill as a whole.
ULTIMATUM SENT.
The question of tariff hearings aft21. Six Hundred
New
York,
April
A
21.
Antivari, Monetnegro, April
bill reaches the
j er the Underwood
claims
for
aggie-and
damages
fifty
to
ultimatum was sent to Montenegro
senate
will be settled at a meeting of
at
tiled
been
have
$16,600,000,
gating
day by the commander of the interna
court here against the entire membership of the finance
tional fleet blockading the coast. It the federal district
Steam Navigation com committee tomorrow. The majority
declares that unless Montenegro Im the Oceanic
for loss of life, injuries and losn of the Democrats on the committee
mediately withdraw her troops from pany
of
in the Titanic disaster a are opposed to delay by hearings,
property
at
will
land
troops
Scutari the fleet
demand
members
to a report made and Republican
according
year
ago,
Giovanni
Antivari, Dulcigrio and San
them.
ComUnited
States
by
public
today
Oi Medua.
An officer was landed at
Chairman Underwood,
Gilchrist.
Cattaro, and conveyed the ultimatum missioner
the bill today, did not make any
The court recently extended for 30
tj Cettinje.
days the time limit during which cer- statement of changes by the caucus.
tain persons residing abroad may file Among these were the placing on the
cream
free list of shoe - machinery,
DAV IN CONGRESS. claims.
The time limit for all other claitr.s separators, buckwheat and rye, and
the extension of the income tax exhas expired.
SENATE.
SOME STATISTICS.
emption to savings banks, not conSenator Chambrelain introduced a
in this appal- ducted for profit, affecting numerous
that
show
Statistics
for
resolution
abrogation
en savings institutions in New York, and
treaties with ling disaster, which stunned theMonand Clayton-Budwe- r
a
world
civilized
England. The entire committee will
ago
year
tire,
Great Britain.
of men who lost their make its formal report to the house'
committee
gave day, the number
Woman suffrage
lives was 1,347; while there were but tomorrow with the minority report
hearing to federal association for wo- 103 women and 53 children. Of the from the Republicans.
senators
and
men suffrage, several
saved 315 were men, 336 women and
representatives making addresses.
52 children. The total' number of men
R
OLD YOUTH
Finance committee announced meet- carried was 1,662; of women, 439 and
to
determine
for
finally
Tuesday
ing
105.
of
children
TO A
whether hearings on tariff bill will be The Titanic cost approximately
DOUBLE MURDER
granted.
$7,500,000 and was launched at BelSenator Smith (Arizona) introduc- fast on May 31, 1911. The monster
ed resolution asking President Wilson
Herman
Elgin, 111., April 21.
ship was 882 feet 6 inches long and
for all information regarding 'injuries 92 feet 6 inches in breadth, She had Coppes, 16 years old, paroled from
Mexico.
in
Americans
to
four funnels, each one SI feet 6 inches the St, Charles reformatory, who con
Finance committee Democrats de- high above( the boat deck. There fessed yesterday to the murder of
cided to grant hearings to senators ok were Jl steel decks and 30 water Mrs. Maud Sleep and her two child
wool and sugar.
ren, was held to the grand jury today
tight bulkheads
Senator Norris, in resolutions, askThe registered tonnage was 45,000 'for the crimes.
ed the president and attorney general and the actual displacement 66,000.
The apparent absence of any mofor all information on attempts to disNew York, April 21. The federal tive for the boy to have committed
miss coffee trust suit
district court this afternoon dismiss- the crimes haB led the authorities to
- Bill to license aviators introduced ed the petition of the Oceanic Steam believe that he may have been induced
by Senator Penrose.
Navigation company, limited, as own- to kill Mrs. Sleep and her children
Senator .Tones introduced bill to ex- er of the White Star liner Titanic, by another.
of
tend civil service to land office and for a limitation of liability resulting
circumstances
Investigation
custom officials.
from ihe loss of the Titanic. The v.hich indicates that a relative of the
Senator Ashurt introduced bill to court held that the company's liability victims may have been implicated in
prevent use of mails for "stock gamb- is to.be determined by the law of the murders has begun. Several clews
Great Britain, which would make the which point to the possibility that
ling" purposes.
Senator Ashurst proposed change in owners of the Titanic liable for about this relative may have induced the
boy to have committed the crimes for
rules to prevent committee meetings 13,000,000.
r. monetary
consideration are being
to be in closed doors.
X followed.
HOUSE.
Tariff bill as amended by Demo- X MISSISSIPPI LEVEE BREAKS X
TEN YEARS IN PEN.
and X
11,000 PEOPLE HOMELESS. X
cratic caucus, was
San Francisco, Calif., April 21.
referred to ways and. means commit- X Vicksburg, Miss., April 21. X
"
assistX The main line of the Mississippi X Charles F. Baker, defaulting
tee. '
of
assault on Repre- X river levee broke this afternoon X ant cashier of the Crocker National
Investigation
sentative Sims by local banker or- X at Woodlawn, Miss., near Ship- - o bank, was sentenced today in the
X pers Landing, four miles north X United States district court to serve
dered.In special message to President Wil- X of Mayorsvllle. A conservative X ten years in San Quentin penitentiary.
son urged appropriation of $20,000 for X estimate is that between 11,000 X Bakers peculations reached' $207,000,
which the bank was fully proexpenses of American commission to X and 12,000 persons will be made X against
X homeless as a result of the break. X tected by a blanket insurance conthe Hague opium conference.
X The property loss will total sev- - X tract. Forty counts, of which twenX ty were stricken out, were charged in
Ada
New Mexican Want
always X eral thousand dollars.'
the indictment.
It.
results.
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bring
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Rim MEN

ALLEGED TO HAVE
LURED GIRLS INTO VICE

Tti?
Los Angeles, Calif- - April 21
names of 41 girls, all unler 21 years
of age, and most of them not yet past
18, were given to the county graiw
to in
jury today when !t was aBked
vestigate white slavery cnarges in
which a number of millionaires ars
said to have lured girls systematica".'
from home and placed them In a "protected resort."
Affidavits of four of these girls alacready have been obtained, and
cording to the allegations contained
m'i-li- r
in their sworn declarations, the
nnirpR invesHsBted had a comp'e'e
organization for the trapping of gir!s.
There were "cadets" In we'r empio
onj o woll Vnown attorney who, be
sides being involved in, the. actual en
slaving of the girls, also is aiiegia
tr. have spirited away one of the
alyoung women who revealed the
leged facts of the case, after she hat",
been threatened with prosecution for
.
attempted blackmail.
The first information of the case
came to tho police and the' attorney
when Katherirte Phillips was arrested for alleged blackmail. On information furnished by her, Mrs. Josie
a woman giving the
Rosenberg,
name of Mrs. J. Badger, E. J. Davis,
and Frank Copeland were arrested
and charged with being procurers.
Mrs. Rosenberg was keeper of the
,

business secresort in the down-towtion at which "the black pearl" is alinleged to have met his victims and
Mrs.
Badger,
friends.
his
troduced
David and Copeland were alleged to
be her assistants. The girls were
degathered by the procurers fromrestauand
cafeterias
stores,
partment
rants. Several of them were well
paid. According to the police, Miss
Brown, for whom search was made in
San Francisco today, received $4,000
just before she disappeared.
Mrs. Rosenberg and her friends will
"The black
be arraigned Wednesday.
in
pearl" is summoned as a witness are
that case. Most of the girls who
alleged to have been procured for him
also are summoned to testify.
It is said that the leader of the
white slave ring was known to his
victims only as "The Black Pearl," a
name given him because of a peculiar
scarf pin, but the names of most of
in the
his alleged fellow slavers are
r
hands of the police.
Katherine Phillips, Helen Barker,
Myrtle Adair and Marie Brown are the
names of girls who have told of their
relations with the alleged millionaire
white slavery crew. Detectives are
in San Bernardino today to bring back
Marie Brown, who, it is claimed, was
taken to that city by private detectives employed by the white slavers to
prevent her telling what she knew.
n
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SANTA F
DECIDE YOURRELF.
Don't take our word for it.
Don't defend on a stranger's state.

Fresh Eggs, 30c Per Doz.
Get Our

Prices On Flour and Potatoes.

MANVILLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEPING POWDER.

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.

ment.

Head Santa Fe endorsement.
Read the statements of Santa Fe
citizens.
And decide for yourself.
Here is one cnse of it:
Toribio Rodripuez, 110 Johnson St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "Two and a
half years ago I gave a statement for
publication regarding my experience
with Doan's Kidney Pills.
Today I
urn stronger in my praise of this remI suffered
greatly
edy than ever.
from disordered kidneys, the pains .in
my back being so acute that I had to
stop work and sit down. The trouble
steadily grew worse and I rarely
knew what it was to be free from an
Soon after I began us- ache or pain.
Doan's
Kidney Pills, my pains
ing
and aches disappeared and my back
became strong."
For Rale bv all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

NEW MEXICAN

PLNALOGY AS IT IS
APPLIED

APRIL 21, 1913.

MONDAY,

for Bright

Eyes

and Clesr Nose

IN

Remarknblo

Catarrh Curo That Gets Right nto
tha Affected Parts and Stops Gatherings.

TEXAS
PUt

CONVICTS

ON

FARMSHALF

MILLION DIVIDENDS AS
SYSTEM

RESULT-LEA-

A

SE

assay

IS ABOLISHED'

MORALS IMPROVED.
. S. S !n

a Wonder for the

!;;, None
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r
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"

irr

.IKk

ilk

That we leav The:
PROCESSION
in our line: or

MP

'Sell jt rich t,"

HSi

fl

nutl Throut.
It is (If finitely known that pntarrh
can be cured by the simple process of
ABOUT RECENT REFORMS inoculating
the blood with antidotal
remedies that stop inflammatory condi
tions th; .tshouMhe mucous linings of
The subject of the conduct of penal all the mgana of the body. This Is
done wilii
famous Swift's Sure
institutions and the demonstration Specific, t, the
as it is
known,
that is being made in Texas, that such S. S. S. 1! is taken Intowidely
the blood Just
naturiiily as the most nourishing
vi 1 v
at o
wtc,',
institutions as penitentiaries can be as
food.
It
its Influence over
made
and convicts up- every org spreads
States.
:i in the body, through all
Ay
Doan's and lifted to be not only useful to them- the veins nd arteries, and enables all
Remember the name
mucous
faces to exchange inflamtake no other.
selves, but to the commonwealth as
ALTHOUGH
KEEP
WE
AG0IN3 WE ARE HERE TO STAY. IF YOU DEAL
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and ho received orders to mix then:
0f tn four ditricts
in
Alice Gonian, Doming
holds command ot tne-- procession.
to be made available July 1, fabrics of the richest, as well as the ence.
.
5,000 and place them in the various parts
In all there are twenty-fivprizes
1914. Of tills
? 12,000,000,
"and for plainest kinds, machinery, farming im
Another big surprise was sprung joffercd( Eix foP each district, besides Mrs. P. E. James, Las Cruces.. 5,000 of tho house, the bath room, behind
L. Banner, Magdalona
every year thereafter until the full plements, live stock, etc., command- A
uuiu una seeuuu oi niu main w noil th. nr,nri ,.!
.
...nlrl
5,000 screens in other rooms, so that wheri
The A,
WIFE
Aiiss Lucy S. Ortiz of Adelino, an enamount is utilized,
or ing the attention of those who are in
ever she might be there would be
DISTRICT NO. 4.
total value exceeds $5, COO,
PREVENTS ESCAPE tirely new candidate, entered the race WRITE OR CALL ON CONTEST The Counties of Torrance, Guada one within lier reach. Whilo she
$9,000,000, are to be used each year trade and eom'merce from the Atlantic
with over 200,000 votes, and at once
for the protection, repair and con- ocean to the Missouri river.
lupe, Quay, Curry, Roosevelt Lincoln, was drinking cocktails,
flio butler
EDITOR.
;!
Chaves, Otero and Eddv.
struction of levees and the balance for
swears, she consumed an average of
and Further information
According to figures obtained from
Cadillac, Mich., April 2!. Mrs. ICl'u tcok third position in district
this
regaining
Helen
15 each day.
bank revetment worlc and for work in the hoard of engineers of the U. S. Chamberlain, wife of Sheriff Chamber. fourth place among the leaders of
contest may bo had by Carlos jr. Lindsey, Portales . 90,000
entil'e tonlest. Watch Miss Ortiz great prize
Meyer, Esfancia
the interests of navigation.
. 72,000
Mr. Battle is counsel for Mrs.'Lolie
army, the present levee system on the lain, prevented a jail delivery here
Edior
the
on
Con'est
calling
writing
Stella Eastwood, Toiar
0,100 Gaines Gwathmey, who
The appropriation of this large sum Mississippi tins cost about $91,000,000, da v.
as
of The Santa Fo
ev
Mexican.
tor
"
M.
Morinrt'v
Helen
Miss
Flora Akers of lliis city conRussell,
is
30,000 jr.
in the divorce suit
conditioned of which the local communities have
of money, however,
31.1.
Between the snatches of
Conlest
phono
Ailie Holmes, La Lande
tinues to lead in her district, and is
more than
30,000 brought against James Cunningham.
upon the states, or levee districts in-- furnished
DISTRICT NO. 1.
songs in the corridor, on the part of
Knra Tultle, Esfancia
a "few votes behind .Miss Cande- 22,400 Bishop.
tercsted, appropriating a sum equal which, with an addition of $00,000, 000, tun five prisoners, she heard noises only
of
Fe.
The
and
Santa
County
City
Clara L, Kennedy, San Jon
5.20"
to
alloted to each levee dis- as proposed by the bills of Senator like a filing or sawing of iron. Si a- - hu'io of Albuquerque, who now holds I'lora Akers, Santa Fe
235,100'
first honors in this big race. It will
Kathleen Gaylord, Lake Arthur 5,10.1
Hansdell and Representative
trict affected by the bill.
CONVENTION OPEN.
.1SU.O00
herself over tho window, from pay to
iArthur
Fe
Santa
Aland,
Miss
Bessie
on
Akers.
your eye
Bowen, Melrorse
keep
5.100
This amount, carried over a period j.nreys, woum make a total ot ?1 51,-- , whence the noise came, Mrs. Cham- ;
S. Tweedy, Santa Fe. .185,000
Colo., April 21. County su"r
Denver,
,
George
,,
B.
H.
'
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Goldenberg, Jr., Tu'cuin'-minimi ui iuiuo iLtna Krick, Santa F
hp, PYnpmt iturn nf Hi a cnmHi.l.ln soon realized that her suspl- of five years, it is Relieved, will comof schools from all over
82,500
perintendents
vast by the Misses Candelario and
cari
5,000 Colorado opened their annual convenFrances Leoson, Santa Fe
,iS2,;:oo Lourine
plete and so strengthen the levees v ill have extended over more than a
iAWit'H ilf fi;ll'W.f 1 ir.,1
...fl,
.
Copeland. Elkins.
5.000 tion here today.
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between Cape Girardeau and the head half cpntnrv.
The sessions con,110,700
...r' I, ,7 . , ' Adella Muller, Santa Fe
,
The sheriff was out of town, i ,t in...
Veta Bills, Clovis
." 5,00(1 tinue tomorrow
oi iuaguaiena
On this basis of 17,000.000 acres pro she quickly called on two former slier- . 1)0,200
'and Wednesdav.
of the passes as will give immunity
Fe .
jwoui,j have beeIl Ilnlloutlcd the lead. Fninia Valdez, Santa
"
. 89,000
from everything but extraordinary tected, there being about 2,000,000 iffs who came to the jail mauo fl !fl 0f tho race In this Imbiip Aa it iu Albert Wheelon, Santa Fe
floods, and safeguard such floods as acres at the" mouths of various tribu- s' arch and found where the prisoners !ui,a
t.i ion in dis- - Mrs. J. A. Carruth, Santa Fe . 83,0(W)
,i
i.i.ia
Vlscentita C. do Baca, Santa Fe 69,500
that of last year and the- - one now taries of the river which are not sus- eau oaweu on a iiumuer oi Don neaus trict J ,ui thir.l nbw.o ,n
Earnesto Casados, Santa Fe.. Cl.SOO
ceptible of easy protection, this would so tliat a set of bars could easily have leaders,
sweeping down the valley.
(ll.SOO
luabel U. Hernandez
ln this connection, it may be said mean an average cost to reclaim this been pushed out.
Miss
Ester Lucero of Bernalillo, Ed. C. Tafoya, Santa Fe
,
,
,
,
57,000
that the bill embodies the ideas of the magnificent land of less than nine dol- iuo men eviueuu) e.pecieu iu iiuiko ,vho h.,.
of
..
nHi,, tl.n ra"
Samuel Mendenhall, Santa Fe.. 40,000
Misslssippl river commission, which lars per acre. Contrast with this the a get away tonight. They were placed along,
back this week, but Anna Kaune, Santa Fo
dropped
29,600 THE SANTA
has been studying this vast Btretch of splendid work of the reclamation ser- in their cells and charges of attempt- - ecu be counted on for the
NEW MEXICAN (DAILY),
finish, for Almeta Norment, Santa Fe... 15,700
water for upwards of thirty years, and vice. According to Professor F. H. ",B . lu "rT,
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Hrs. B. F. Morris, Santa Fe ... 11,100
of taking first place away from her.
9,200
Lucy Knight, Santa Fe
The next publication ot the Btanding Mrs. H. L.
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Ortiz, Santa Fe
of candidates will probably see her
Martha Andre, Santa Fe
6,000
SECOND PERIOD.
again among the
Helen
Santa Fe
5,500
There is a close race being enacted Rafael Knapp,
From
April 21st to Mav !rd inclusive, the following votes will be issued
5,100
Gomez, Santa Fe
for second place in district 1 between
on subscriptions:
Rumalda Gomez, Santa Fe..
5,100
Arthur Alarid, George S. Tweedy, Miss
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The difference of
hundred
5,000
thousand votes or so at this stage of J!amona Baca, Santa Fe
5,000
i
flip game is
not such a great major- - iAmfila Sena, Santa Fe
itv to nvp,.ppln :i,
...t Genrude Gormley, Santa Fe .. EJil'O
consideration the fact tnat 20,000 votes If' M: Brlback fantx Fe : 5,000
F fl U
ench' Sf !"" Fe
are allowed on each yearly subscrip-Ih('r;"e
5 eoo
tion and 130,000 votes on ach five
5,00li
SB1?'
year subscription to the daily New
Santa Fe
5,00
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scriptions would place any candidate! Tu
San
in the rane. an
pntiroiv now swm-idates as well, at the very top of the Mi9uel' .Mora- Colfax, Union, Taos and
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list.
Start out today and make it !?'
' Bp,r!!lgor
your business to capture that big cash !"8
f'ster I'ucero- Bernalillo
103,900
prize $1,000 in enld. It will h
V"
' y
Rfin(lon' Truchas.. 101,500
ed May 24 to the candidate
For Miss, Mr. or Mrs.
having l' E' Van Duzcn' Eaton
' ' ' 5G'200
the greatest number of votes in this
15,400
race, regardless as to where he orA,fre1 Miramon. Taos
Address.
4 WOO
she resides in the state of Xew Mex- - PerBRbe Casias' Lucero
Paulino
Cuba
;
ico.
41,200
Montoya,
lLola Hernandez, Ojo Calinente. 33,100
NAMES AGAIN THURSnAV
20,200
The next announcement
of the Ida Love, Maxwell
This coupon, when neatly clipped out, name and address
S.4O0
names of candidates and the number !Miss M- C' silva Sal'flval
H
iff! SII5. MlU
,
of votes received for each up to Frl-- Demostenes Martinez, Taos
13,000
in, and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
jfilled
8,000
day noon will appear in Thursday's f'edro F- Salazar, Chamita
The
New
Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M., will count as 100 votes.
8,000
itsue of The Xew Mexican. Out ofiJose s- - Lucero, Chamita .
Do not roll or fold. Mail in flat packages.
town candidates should mail letters !I!utl1 p- - Grant, Cerro
6,600
5.0..0
Chavez, Wagon Mound
containing votes and subscriptions in
time to be received by the contest de Hon, Juan Ortiz, Park View. . . . 5,000
partment by Friday noon. Votes re- Ruben Garcia, Ranchos de Taos 5,000
ceived after this time will not be cred- - Frances Riddell, Raton
5,00.)
hed. until the follow Monday's an Clotilda I.ucero, Arroyo Hondo 5,000
nouncement.
Who will the leaders Ida May Stevens, Maxwell
5,0u.)
be Thursday? Watch and see.
Margaret Benard, Las Vegas.. 5,001
.
COMPLETE LIST OF PRIZES
5,010
Evelyn Morris, Bland
B.OiO
.The list of prizes and manner of dis- Dcssic Fuss, Mora
tribution is as follows:
5,000
Evelyn Mills, Springer
One Thousand Dollars In Gold Coin. Anita B. Trujillo, Taos
5,001
To be awarded the candidate
5,000
securing Elena Garcia, Velarde
the greatest number of votes In the Tomas Martinez, Arroyo Hondo 5.00(1
entire contest, regardless as to dis Frances Sanchez, Las Vegas.. 5,000
books either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
I hereby nominate and cast 5,000 votes for
Mrs. Lyra Mondragon, Ranchos
trict limitations.
and waited for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new
de Taos .
5.000
Four $450 Story and Clark Pianos,
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That was
5,000
Miss, Mr. or Mrs
(purchased . of Learnard Lindemati Sofia Rodriguez, Truchas
5.000
Go., Albuquerque, N. M.) To bt award T. C. Smith, Raton
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. How, books and their
ed the candidate having the greatest Annie E. Johnson, Roy
Address
5.000
shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
number of votes in each of the four Marvel Lewis, Wagon Mound.. 5.000
Globe-Wernicas
a candidate in the Santa Fe New Mexican's great $5,000
the modem way of building
idea..
library.. This is the
districts after the grand capital prize Grace Frank, Espanola
5,000
contest.
prize
L.
Mrs.
D.
tias been awarded.
5,000
Bloom, Jemez
This nomination blank, when clipped out, name and adFour $200 Indian Motorcycles, (pur Klta B. Griego, Sandoval
5,000
dress properly filled ln and mailed or delivered to the conchased of Neal & Kirkpatrick, Agents, Mrs. M. L. Mlera, Algadones.
5,000
test department of The Santa Fe New Mexican will count
fcanta Fe, N. M.) To be awarded the Mrs. L. F. Hamblen, Queata .
5,000
as 5,000 votes for the candidate nominated.
candidates having the second highest Annie Strong, Mora
5,000
Candidates are expected to nominate themselves in
Note:
Cimarron
Iva
Four $150 Diamond Rinas, (purchas
5,000
Chandler,
contest.
Don't wait for someone else to nominate you.
this
ed of H. C. Yontz, Jeweler, Santa Fe, Higlna Martinez,
Clip this blank and send in today.
N. M.) To be awarded the candidates
C.000
Amarilla
ONLY ONE NOMINATION BLANK ACCEPTED FOR EACH
5,009
having the third highest number of Isaac Sandoval, Raton
votes ln each of the four districts.
CANDIDATE NOMINATED.
6,000
Petra Montano, Las Vegas...
Four Trips to the Pacific Coast, Adelina Trujillo, Taos
5,000
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WONDERFUL

13-YEA-

OLD ATHLETE BEGAN TRAINING WHEN

R

10, COACHED!

BASEBALL.

MONDAY,

PADDirtG PAY ROLLS.
application of the department of justice to intervene in ""the state rate
Denver, Colo., April 21. William
cases and received a brief on behalf of Geary, recently dismissed as deputy
J
tho government.
highway commissioner, and superin
Washington, D. C, April 21. In the tendent of street cleaning, was arrest- Texas case the interstate commerce ed.this afternoon on a grand jury war- commission directed railroads to re rant charging
him with "padding"
vise certain rates in fexas, or to re- pay rolls in the street cleaning deduce interstate rates from points in partment. Arrested with him were
Louisiana to TexaB. This was done John Maxwell, Thomas Parr, W. T.
on the theory that the railroads in Muman-anS. P. Grommon, former
complying with Texas law had re subordinates of Geary. It Is charged
duced the state rates so as to dls- - that the men arrested used the
sriminate against
interstate com names of John Brittman, J. W. Watmerce. The government's brief filed son and L. Kempt, teamsters, in dewith the commerce court today filed frauding .the .city,
with the supreme court, was to uphold
The teamsters, it is charged, were
the power of the commission to pre- credited with more work than they
had actually" done.
vent such discrimination.
d

BY MOTHER TO BECOME WORLD'S CHAMPION POLE VAULTER.
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ROME CELEBRATES
63RD ANNIVERSARY

.800
Rome, April 21. The city of Rome
.607 has
just completed the celebration of
- .500
the two tliousand six hundred and
.444 sixty-thir- d
anniversary of its founda.400 tion. This
places the birth of the city
.286 iu the
year ,50 B. C.
.16V

WANTS LONG HATPINS
BARRED IN THIS STATE.
Philadelphia, Pa., April 21. The
crusade against the hat pins that pro
ject from woman's headgear and Jeopard the eyes and ears of crowds In
cars and public places is soon to be
introduced iuto Philadelphia.
Select Councilman Ira D. Garman, of
the forty-sixtward, intended open-- ,
ihg the campaign by the introduction
of a bill against long hat pins today,
but has decided the measure should be
statewide instead of locaHn its effect,
and will carry the matter to the legish

APRIL 21, 1913.

a
was accused by the
girl, a former domestic in his
father's home.
Before leaving the courtroom the
jurors asked to have the baby, now
ven months old, carried to the jury
box. They examined it closely. After deliberating for a time they returned and informed Judge Audenried that
there was a disagreement' over the
color of the child's eyes.
The infant was again taken to the
jury box, and the jurors saw that its
eyes were dark, like those of Robin-witwhile the mother's eyes are blue.
1 hat settled the controversy and they
quickly rendered a verdict, naming
Kobinwltz asf the father.

deplhia,

Huli-brink-

Here's Tatham's
Verdict On
A Motorcycle.
It costs six cents to travel
one'mile with a horse and buggy
on city business In San Fran-

It was Marcus Terenzius Varrone
cisco, Calif.
who first t.dvanced the theory, foundThe same distance may be
WESTERN LEAGUE.
ed upon patient research, that the
in ONE THIRD
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ths
Club.
Won. lpst. Pet. cornestone of the
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after
city
time for
OF A
1.000
Omaha
0
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to
came
be
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years
CENT on a motorcycle.
3
1.000 Mistress of the
0
Lincoln .
World, was laid at the lature.
That's the report of Patro1-ma2
1
.667 end of the third
St. Joseph .
unyear of the sixth His bill provides that It shall be
Tatham to the Board of
2
- 1
.667
Denver ,
Olympiad, in other words, 750 years lawful for any person to wear In pubSupervisors.
1
2
.333 before tlis birth of Christ. Ancient lic a hat pin which
Des Moines
more
projects
Do you wondsr at the popu1
2
.333 Romans used to celebrate the
Topeka
city's than half an inch beyond the crown or
larity of a machine that ivilr
:o
3
.000
Sioux City
is
the
of
unless
the point
hat,
anniversary by fetes in honor of the material
SAVE TIME and MONEY, and
3
0
.000 Goddess
Wichita
Pale, pratecteress of shep- protected by a guard which renders it
give unbounded PLEASURE TO
herds. 'J'hese observances were sup- incapable of causing injury to others.
BOOT?
Vaulting S feet 1 inch, mid only 13,
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
The violation of the provision is to
In recreation or business it
posed to have been originated by RoFoster Hopkins, of. Cincinnati, bids
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
mulus himself. Then later came the be punishable by a fine of not less than
will do the same for you.
fair to become the world's champion
Chicago at Cincinnati.
"Ludi Si culares," of Feast of the Cen- $5 nor more than $20 for each offense.
Let , us show, you how and
Pittsburgh at St. Louis.
Mr. Garman declared, yesterday that
pole vaulter by 191C, when the next
held at the beginning of each
why.
tury,
New York at Boston.
new century. In 1900 King Humbert his bill had been drawn-uafter a
Come In or write 1 for 'deOlympic games will be held in Berlin.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
tails.
and Queen Margherfta took, part in careful study of similar laws already
Young Hopkins began practicing
Detroit at Chicago.
in force in New Jersey. Massachusetts
observances.
these
the pole vault when he was 10, his
St. Louis at Cleveland.
It is uu interesting fact that while and Berlin, Gegnany.
ambition to become an Olmpic athlete
POPE MOTOR CYCLES
Washington at New York.
Rome has been a city for all these
Boston at Philadelphia.
being stimulated by the success of the
2003 years, on one occasion she was COLOR OF BABY'S EYES
Overhead Valve Motors
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
FIXES ITS PARENTAGE.
American team luoi, year Iu Stockutterly bereft of inhabitants. This
Columbus at Kansas City.
Model L
21
1230.00
was eaily in the middle ages. The barp. chain drive
holm.
The color
Philadeplhia,
April
Model MSh p. chain drive,
S'15.00
Indianapolis at Milwaukee.
barians were expected. Word was of a baby's eyes established its parIt is doubtful if any boy of Foster's
Model K BiK 4 h. p. belt drive.... J200.0O
Toledo
at
Minneapolis.
Model
H
lisht
belt
drive
a
when
sesow
$185,00
weight,
as
no defense entage
sent
age can compare with him in his
that, insomuch
jury jn quarter
Magneto Equipped.
Louisville at St. Paul.
could te made, everybody, men, wo- sions court No. 2, after listening to
and, as he practices dilithe
of Rosa Hulibrinka and exug
PopeBicycIes-Repairi& Supplies
men
story
conmove
and
ho
should
the
and
is
children,
up
intelligently,
gently
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
river. Xot a soul was left within the amining her baby, decided that
stantly improving in "form" and
At Brooklyn
was the
Meyer Robinwitz
PASH BROTHERS,
city limits for more than tyenty-fou- r
gaining weight. Providing he meets
2
'.
Philadelphia
frther because the Infant's eyes are
hours.
with no back-set- ,
it is reasonable to
1
Brooklyn
MOTOB-CYCLEBY
Under Augustus the population of like his.
presume that by the time he is 18,
Mayer and Dooin; Allen and Miller. Rome
Robinwitz, a former Central high
27 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. II.
numbered nearly six millions.
which will be the year of the Berlin
Then it went down to the minimum school student, who lives at 1719
Olympic games, he will be clearinglne
At Boston
in the middle ages, to North Creighton street, West Philabar high enough to win the event for
New York
4 4 1 limit of 13,000,
now
is
rise
it
the United States.
until
slowly
again
Boston
3
The world's vault recorl Is now 13
This is an increase of about 15,000
Marquard and Wilson; Tyler and
iiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiii
itiiiiitmiiiiitiiiiiimi
feet 2
inches and is held by M. S.
yearly for the last ten years.
Rariden.
The supposition of most people that
Wright, of Rartmouth.
When Foster Hopkins began vaultthe word Roma comes from Romulus 1
At St. Louis
It erroneous. Romulus comes from
ing, the sun of his ambition shone
8
10
2
Pittsburgh
The original colony was called
around a bamboo pole. His mother,
St. Louis
1 Roma.
5 12
ONE NIGHT ONLY
who is his trainer and coach, promised
Adams and Kelly; Griner, Geyer and Roma, from Rumon, river, meaning
26th.
April
"the town of the river," and its head,
the lad when he cleared 7 feet she
EIK'S LODGE
Wingo.
Auspices
or leader, was Romulus "the man of
would buy him the pole. lie had low dips after a bug. King Brodbeck, mother is always on the job. Many
the town of the river." So that after
At Cincinnati
director of the University of hard falls have not shaken the nerve
scarcely turned 12 before she had to
Return of Last Year's
iiiake good.
s all Romulus did exist, though Remus
Cincinnati, pronounces the boy an ath- of the youngster, nor his confidence Chicaco
o
constill-tUs
to
I'
The boy weighs but 107 pounds and letic marvel .
Favorites,
be accounted for.
Cincinnati
5
either, and he is determined
elands 5 feet 4 Inches. lie clears the
(Tied in ninth inning.)
In the backyard of his home is tinue until he is champion of the
bat at 8 feet 1 inch as easily as a swal- - where the coming champion practices; world.
GAVE
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
At New York
CHOICE CONCERT
LADY QUARTETTE
hands, as they were almost freezing, elded which is the best team and who Washington
YESTERDAV'S GAME
'.
8 9 2
and caused them to make several is entitled to yesterday's game.
New York
4 3 4
Music lovers turned out en masse
STILL DISPUTED errors. Jn the seven innings that SECOND SCOUT TEAM WINS
Assissted By The Famous Entertainer
and Ainsmith; Ford, Fisher
night to welcome back the
ITS FIRST GAME SATURDAY. andEngle
were played the White Sox secured
Thursday
Sweeney, Williams.
Schubert Symphony club and Lady
(By A Scout.)
The game yesterday afternoon be- eight hits and the Elks seven. Ed
Miss Blanche Fox
and incidentally to help along
for the
was
box
in
who
quartet
the
Scouts
Safford,
the
team
of
The
second
Boy
tween the Elks and White Sox came
At Chicago
Imthe good cause of the Woman's
was in
form and the of America won its first game this sea3 6 1
Detroit
And The American Violin Virtuoso
to an end in the last ha-'- of thc sev- Elks,
provement club.
White Sox had trouble to connect son from the boys of the St. Cather2 5 2
Chicago
enth Inning, when the Elks team left with his speedy curves. "Rube" Marez ine's Indian school last Saturday. Up
enconcert
was
The
provided
very
Thomas Valentine Purcell
Kla witter and Stanage; Russell and
the grounds, as they
that for the White Sox was very wild and to the first half of the seventh inning Schalk.
joyable. To give praise to the musiA
MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT
cians individually would require runan agreement had been made to stop very far from being in his usual good the Indian school boys were ahead but
of the greasiest excellence, enjoyaning through the entire list, as they
the game in that Inning. In tin first form. He issued six bases on balls, then the Scouts began to pick up and
At Philadelphia-Bos- ton
An
New Proare all. accomplished and every numble alike to themusicianand masses.
half of th.t Inning, with rue man on and could hardly put the ball over won by a score of 11 to 10.
4 7 5
of which was very probber on the generous program was exwas as follows: Philadelphia
The Scout line-u- p
base, Dunbaugh, the F.Iks' c itcher, the plate, all
8
2
Prices 50, 75, $1.00,
..6
The Albert Wheelon,
cellent. If, however, one star were to
connected with one of Murez' tw isters ably due to the cold weather.
captain and catcher;'
Wood, Bedient, Foster and
be selected from all the artists,
It
and sent the ball to center field, where star of the game was Pete Berardinel-1- Page Otero; p. and manager; Ralph
Houck, Plank and Lapp.
Don't Mif s This Treat!
of the White Sox, who secured two Gibson and Lalo Garcia, 1st b.; Otis
would necessarily be an ungallant seGarcia failed to hold it, and Dunbaiich
DON'T MISS THIS TREAT
out
double
a
a
j
and
fiee
lection
for
Thomas
passes,
Valentine
triple
both
Purcell,
Keefe
the
and;
At Cleveland
scored, makin?
Seligman, 2nd b.; "Fore" Lord, 3rd b.;
the violinlist, the only gentleman in
score 9 to 7 in favor of the Elks Then of four times up. He also played a Julian Otero, ss; Jesus Baca, If.; Joe St. Louis
See Our
3 fi 4
the
Elks
second.
For
at
is entitled to the distincgame
s 15 2 the company,
they left the grounds, as they thought good
,
Pino, cfH?"Pink" Taylor, rf., and John Cleveland
1 .00 j
&
75c
$
50c,
honthe
took
Neis
and
tion.
His violin solos especially were
Seat SalejAt Fischer Drugstore Moo.
that an agreement ha been made, rrye, Clancy
R. Mitchell, Stone, Adams and AlexBurroughs, 1st sub.
! Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store, S
rare, treats.
but ,the agreement really was not. ors at the bat. Dunbaugh did good
Thnrsday, April 24th,
W. Mitchell and Carisch.
:
l
April 2ist.
ander;
made. At the beginning of the ginw. work at the bat and behind' the bat
The "concert was well patronized
New York, April 21. It doesn't pay
milium
Elks.
for
the
the Elks' players announced the they
and shows that the people of Willows
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
C. Volney Howard and M. J. Castillo, tc be afraid of a burglar, even though
would only play seven irnings, as it
will turn out to meritorious entertainAt Kansas City
is armed with a blackjack and a
t,tf.
he
did
fair
work
who
the
game,
umpired
was very cold and it was their first
The Schuberts come altogeth
Columbus
1 5 2 ments.
to
use
threatens
and
steel
long
jimmy
well
decisions
re
were
game of the season. Tin manager tf and their
Wllliows, C'al.; :News.
Kansas City .
3 6 0 er too seldom
on
The
them
both
proper
you.
thing
the White Sox told the-- he was wil ef ived by the placers and the crowd. to do to
At Santa Fe, April 25.
Davis
and
Rhoades
of
out
and
and
him
is
talk
Smith;
burgling
ling to do It; provided, t's boys want Howard was dressed in his cowboy
O'Conner.
ed to play only seven innings, but aft- tegs, and looked like a regular Texas just make him give you your money
T DECIDES QUICKLY.
and
back
again.
right
had
revolver
a
jewels
and
he
erwards the Elks were notifie! that cowpuncher;
At Milwaukee
You may take this front Miss Susan
ball
with
had
the
terrorized
players
they would have to plav the full nine
6 11 2
.
Van
who, besides being a teach Indianapolis
innings, as (he White So didn't a;roe his shooting. He tried several times. er in Wert,Normal
0 4 4
the
college, has qualified Milwaukee
to the se'en inning prcpostion. But to shoot Gus Koch on first base, but
Morse and Casey? Sllpnicka, Noel,
some of the Elks' players didn't know be missed him, and poor Gus was so as a burglar expert, since she caught
Walser
and Hughes.
few
one
a
ago
in
her
could
stand
scared
that
days
apartment
he
up
hardly
that the agreement hain't been made
and so they left the grounds in the The attendance yesterday was the and handled him successfully.
"
'
At St. Paul
"Mother and I had an engagement to
seventh. After the Elks were told largest that has been seen at a game
Louisville
.9 15
I
hurried
When
dine that evening
that there was no agreement they iu Santa Fe for a long while.
4 4
I heard a noise, 1 St. Paul
into
the
apartment
tried to bring their team back in
We are very pleased to say that no
Laudermilk
Roth
and
Woodburn,
it.
to
caused
see
in
what
stepped
the field, but only seven players too"; bard feeling exists between the. two
"There was a young man ransack- VanDyke, Rieger "and James.
their positions, as two of them had teams, and the players on both teams
mother's writing desk. I said
already left the grounds.
regard the sudden ending of yester- ing my
At
Manager Frank Keefe, of the Elks day's game more of a joke or misun- to him: 'Well, aren't you ashamed ot ToledoMinneapolis
16 18 5
team, when seen today stated that he derstanding than anything else. All yourself?" He picked up' a long steel
7 10 6
Lad a definite understanding with the the rivalry that exists between the bar, and raised it over my head, ex- Minneapolis
Krue-ger- ;
and
Henderson,
a
Gregg
Dygert,
if
kill
'I'll
you say
you
manager of the White Sox that they two teams is on the ball field, where claiming:
Y'oung, Llebhardt, Olmstead and
were to play seven innings, and the they want to see which Is the best word or make a noise.'
"I sat down on the bed and looked Smith.
Only misunderstanding was that in- team, "but off the grounds they are all
at
him. His voice trembled when he
dividual members of both teams were great friends and all that happened
COLLEGE.
'Now, don't you Princeton-Stevennot apprised of the fact, and when yesterday has been burled and when kept repeating:
. . .'16
Manager Keefe, Pitcher Safford and they meet again all wi'l be forgotten. scream.'
.
THIS IS NOT THE SAME COMPANY THAT PLAYED
... 1
"I said: 'What do you mean, breakone or two others of the Elks left the A game has been arianged for next
HERB A FEW WEEKS AGO.
came
He
into
my
same
.'.-- . yfiYi irwvAn.fVWLmririnriji.i-i.r
ing
apartment?'
teams
field those members of both teams Sunday between the two
jlujui
TO FILE, BRIEF.
Pat Av coorse, drlvin' a joltin' old
and no doubt it will be a great game, close to me and said two or three
n ho had not been notified of the
CLASSIC
BAREFOOT
Attor-nee
luxurious-likas
21
do
cart
D.
not
be
as
C,,
man
kill
I'd
were
MINSTRELS,
Washington,
April
FARCE
a
you
COMEDY
agreement were at a complete as they showed yesterday that they time: 'If you
General McReynolds today peti- ridin' in a airtymobile, but. tor safety
are very evenly matched, and it will right now.'
loss to understand the sudden
"But I kept smiling at him fend talk- tioned the supreme court to permit the give me th' cart lvery time. Ye know
PICTURES
of the game. However, in the be a game which will not be decided
ing nicely to him. 'You'd better give government to file a brief in the pend- what ye kin expect av a cart if n wheel
future there will be no agreements of until the last man is out.
Crowded
to
and
Satisfied ' Houses Everywhere!
!
Playing
state rate cases, because of its in- comes off.
the kind made without the presence Both teams claim yesterday's game, ir-- my things back,' I said. And he ing
HI. I...
cases
terest
before
in
Texas
the
rate
several
out
of
did.
his pocket
He took
the Elks claim it 9 to 7 and the White
of the umpires.
commerce court involving some of the
Work for the New Mexican. It !
- AND
The weather yesterday was very Sox claim 9. to 0, as it was forfeited hundred dollars' worth of jewelry and same
CENTS
for you, for Santa Fe and,
from
taken
in
points.
had
that
$13
my
cash
he
working
to
of
the
one
them
all
the players
by
umpires.
cold and windy, and
'
'"
the
new
state
Later
the
the
pourt
bureau.
granted
supreme
dewill
next
be
In
Sunday's game it
had trouble in holding the ball in their
.
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ELKS' THEATRE
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ELKS' THEATRE

Saturday,
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-

THE

SCHUBERT'S

FAMOUS

and

:

Williams

Jubilee

mid-seaso-

:,SymphonyClilb

,

Singers

unrti-rstoo,-

Entire

gram This Year

Nuna-make-

1

PamyortS

Prices
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ELKS' THEATRE

:

Monday, Apri 121 s t , 1913.

Grace M. Russell
and her

Minstrel Maids

3

term!-ratio-

DAINTY, WINSOME GIRLS

a

n

US' THEATRE
v-

Prices, 25c. and 50c.

m
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UKlHUL

III.
S

niiccni
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BEELS

OIF

and her minstrel maids
Minstrelsy, Vaudeville, Farce Comedy,'

.PICTITRES

S

'

a

REELS OF

PRICES.

ELKS

6

25

50

in EhTRE

Curtain at '8:30 O'clock

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,00060

OR
SO SAYS GERMAN

Does a General Banking Business

GOVERMMENT.--BONE-

OF WOMAN FOUND NEAR
PRINCE

FRIBOURG.-BARBAR-

WINS

IAN

SCANDAL

SUIT.

Your Patronage Solicited
J.

LLINERY

riVE

nn

buuuo

bu,

Ladies' Collars

MOST REMARKABLE
BARGAINS IN

Our Prices Are Much;
THE LOWEST.

nnnnn

rvnw

mwm m

fluiiLr

Lace or Embroidered, in Nearly All Models for High or Low
Neck. Large Assortment to Select From.

MRS. W. LINDHARDTj

The
Geneva, Switzerland,
The force of the Pecos forest rang'
125 Palace Ave
German military administration has ers, including office employees will hie
"
notified 8,000 young Swiss living In away to the glorious environments ot is more
with Santa
than
delighted
that they must (jiiher one of the Switzeiiands of America h.'e, alld has
already availed himself of
serve in the German army or leave, this week.
Stewart's gen - the opportunity of .geeiug some of the
Supervisor
the country.
ial presence as well as the presence sights in ami about the old capital.
Dating from the time the provinces of his assistants will be missed until
of Alsace and Lorraine became Ger the snow flies
again. Those who wiit
AM
C AM
man, Switzerland and. Germany have eo to
UVt UUV.
ULtlM
station besiJ.-had an agreement whereby the Swiss
Sitare:
Stewart
Deputy
IHADLEVS BLUE
were ex-- , Supervisor
residing in
pervisor Ira T. Yamall and wife, .Miss
empt from service in either the Ger-- K.
A .Veilch and Miss Vva Pirkey.
former
man or the Swiss army. This arrangeChicago, April 16. That
the duties of Governor
ment has now expired and the Swiss Few of us realize that
Herbert S. Hadley of Misomce
a
on
torce
and
the
be- supervisor
in these provinces must either
souri, was so particular about the
come German subjects or Swiss citi- forest reservation include hard work, color of the necktie that was to be
serzens. They have fifteen days in which and that those, who envy forest
painted upon a portrait of him as to
to decide. The German administra- vice people do not know that it means, harm the artistic value of the finished
naof
the
with
environments
tion will no doubt apply the new reg- along
painting was set forth in a deposition
ulations with 'consideration, but nev- ture, that these public servants are filed in the circuit court here on beertheless thousands of Swiss families shut off from the world and have many. half of Sumantha L. Huntley, a porover the border are considerably dis- responsibilities that claim their aiten-t'on- trait painter of New York. Miss HuntMr. Stewart is a veteran for- ley is
turbed at the necessity of making
suing Charles A. llout.se, of St.
such an important decision at such ester, however, and is always at home Louis, chairman of a committee which
when taking care of Vncle Sam's re raised $2,0(10 for a portrait of the for- short notice.
The "Devil's Graveyard," a ceme- serve.
f mer chief executive of Missouri and
Hon. James W. Chaves, known to employed her tov execute the commis- tery on top of a rocky hill overlooking Sion, canton of Valais, where for his legion of friends as "Jimmie," sion.
centuries were, buried" sorcerers and was in town Tuesday. Mr. Chavea
Miss Huntley says the $2,000 is her
sorceresses, is being blasted away to was the Republican ' whip" in the due, despite the refusal of the com- make place for public improvements. house of representatives during the mittee to accept the work. She sets
From the tenth century to the early last session of the state legislature, forth her difficulties in executing her
that Governor Hadley)
seventeenth, those supposed to be in doing bis duty as such in the same task and-saimanner as he repre- vas almost impossible, as a subject.
traffic with the Evil One were tor- business-likShe offered in evidence letters
tured, executed and buried there. The sented his district in Torrance counexcavators have found bones estimat- ty. He Is now connected with the U. which she had written to Bliss Anita
of S marshal's office and was in this sec- - Moore, secretary of the citizens' com- ed to be those of many hundreds
tion on official business, his destina - mittee, in which the painter told that J
persons.
Professor Peissard, the government tion. being Cioudcrol't. Alamogordo her subject appeared at one sitting 5
archaeologist, in excavating at Bias-senwearing a green tie, but. insisted that
near Fribourg, has found imSenator Thos. B. Patron was in it appear in the portrait as a blue,
bedded in quartz the bones of a wom- town a short time Tuesday night, con- - with white polkaN dots, so as to conan, together with some jewelry of the suiting with J. A. Baird on business form with the tie which former Presiperiod, B, C. 150 to 200. matters. He will return to Santa Fe dent Roosevelt had worn when one of
The ornaments were a bronze neck- before
starting for Washington. Ala- his portraits was painted.
lace and a bracelet, set with pieces of
Miss Huntley said she compromised
mogordo
blue glass.
The Hon. William 11. Andrews, by making the tie blue, but leaving,
Prince Louis Ferdinand of Bavaria
on politics" and delegate out the polka dots.
E. R. Paul is in Albuquerque today
has won a suit, through the Bavarian "authority
from New Mexico to the Sflth, 60th
minister at Bern, to compel a certain and 61st congress, paid a flying visit rn business connected with the Xew
publisher to destroy the manuscript of to the city yesterday, dining at the Mexico Central.
a scandalous book concerning the life Ue
Vargas and calling on friends,
of the prince.
It came out in evi- Professor
Andrews appeared in good THREE PANAMA CANAL
dence that the prince had refused to
and spirits.
health
MEASURES INTRODUCED
pay $40,000 to the author of the book
of the Santa Fe
BY MOORE OF PENNA.
General
for its suppression.
The author is a F. C. Fox, Manager
General Superintendent J.
woman and lives in Munich.
M. Kurn of La Junta, and F. L, Myers One Directs State
Secretary to Confer
The downward sliding movement of of
here today
are
Las
With Nations to Share Expense of
the top of Mount Caroline, which in a Vegas, train expected
from Albuquerque.
Canal's Construction.
special
threatened to overwhelm the village
are making an inspection tour of
of Fleurier a couple of weeks ago, has They
the road.
Washington, D. C, April 21. Three
stopped, but the people in the valley
D. T. Hoskins, the well known Las Panama canal measures were
intrr,-live in hourly anxiety that the milis at the De Vargas.
duced today by Representative Moors
lions of tons of rock and earth above Vegas banker,
Sheriff Abe Hixenbaugh of Raton, of Pennsylvania.
One
resolution
them will fall upon, the town.
is here on, business, he would direct the secretary of state to
The authorities have ordered the in- Colfax county,
De Vargas.
confer with Great Britain and other
habitants of the danger zone to move is at the Governor
M A. Otero has nations as to their
Former
willingness to share
been
have
Watchers
temporarily.
returned from along tle Arizona-Texathe expense of constructing and main- on
connectposted
neighboring peaks
to business tabling the canal if it were opened
ed by improved telephone lines, with Mexico border, attending
in
and
cities, to all on equal terms.
El
other
matters
Paso
.to
sentinels below,
signal at any mo
ment, day or night, the recurrence of The governor visited Agua Prieta, the) other bills propose a Panama canal
the movement. Deep trenches are be- much besieged town in Mexico, and trade commission and to repeal the
the houses have provision of the Panama canal act ading dug at the base of the mountain says that many of
bullets.
been
by
honeycombed
mitting free of duty foreign materials
the
of
the
hope
landslide,
jin
arresting
John W. Collier is in El Paso attend- that enter into the construction of
if it comes, or at least check it for a
equipment of ships.
ing to some cattle business.
few moments.
Senator Hudspeth and W. D. Parker, of El Paso, and R. H. Simms and
TO ABROGATE TREATY.
Colonel W. A. Fleming Jones, of Las
21. A
Washington, D. C, April
Cruces, went over to the Valley Ranch
DISCHARGES
joint resolution to abrogate the
Saturday to see the country and to enRELIEVED IN
treatand Clayton-Bulwe- r
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
joy the hospitality
ies, on which Great Britain Is basing Miller, where the latch string is al24 HOURS
her protests against the Panama canal ways out.
Each Cap- act, was introduced today by Senator
fiule benrs IMIDY)
H. J. Dean and J. E. Powers returnChamberlain of Oregon and referred ed
the niuuc.fliV.l'
Saturday from a trip on the upper
to the foreign relations committee.
Beware of counterfetu
Pecos as far as Cowles, and were busy
ALL DllUliClSTS
with stream gauging.
V. P. Morrison, an old resident of
Santa Fe, who has lived hero for a
r umber of years, died at the hospital
inuirinxinuuinnrutruvuuuuvriXLji
It RAND.
j
5
of St. Vincent's this morning of a
Iadlpsi Amu your Vrugatnt for a
lMamonJTfrandYi
MorMr.
rills in lfd and Uold metallicV
complication of diseases
boxes, sealed with Blue KfLbon. V
rison was a carpenter by trade and
Take no other. Buy of your
At.k forriII.('irKK-TFwell and favorably known to many
DIAMOND It HAND Pll.l.fl. for iift
April 21.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

I mm r nriiopnn

BEAUTIFUL

(Owing to the great Interest manl
fested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send in bv mail (a oostcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the read-- j
ers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends.
sent by mail should bear,
(he signature of the writer),

LEAVE

Very Large Display of

A

PERSONAL

ARMY

THE

IN

SERVE

N. B. LAL'GHLIN,

PAGE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

APRIL 21, 1913.

NDAY,

25c to $2.48

Prices from

j

B. LAMY, Vice - President..

Alsace-Lorrain-

e

PHONE 180

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

j

1

4.

DON DrEGO ADDITION
TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
In Precinct No.

(South Side)

4

NOIT OPEN.

See

Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

at

Us

O. G. WATSON & CO.
BONDS.

SURETY

REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

Phone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico
:
119 San Francisco St.,

i 4'ii

H

I I

ttttWWW' U

k

Alsace-Lorrain-

TIE

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Gallic-Helveti- c

-'

Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

9

Telephone

V

j

'5

In the Cold

Rug or Carpet

Weather a

We have some of the
Weil-Maand
Brussels
kugs to
Finest
Carpets
meet
the
purse.
attract the eye and
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
disincluding an Oak Dining Room Set Which is to
played in our show windows. We askof you
Dishes
see thts set and also a great variety
IS A GREAT COMFORT.

1

'

de

'

s

which We are Going to Close Out at Cut Prices from today

AKERS

THE

1

4

AND

I If

--

UNDERTAKING

WAGNER

CO.

FURNITURE

URINARY

AM) RtST CONTENT,

HAYWARD

Is modern.
Is well located.

Is close in.
Is in a good neighborhood.
U a home.
Is, best of all, offered at a reasonable
price.
If you contemplate purchase of a home and want to
money's worth" it will pay you to inquire at once of

JOSEPH

B. HAYWARD,

secure "your

MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

::::'

IE IT'S REAL ESTATE,

HA

V

WARD

x:

HAS IT.

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? Iliaveaffne

e
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all
chafing dishes, on which you ccn cook a
high-grad-

i

;

GASPER ST.

INSURE WITH

j

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

i

f

j

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

KM DON

Af
UUIO

ryff

which will make a cup

meal, and the percolators

minutes.

of most delicious coffee in a few

H. C. VONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

-

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
PONIES.

SADDLE

TWO AND FOUR

OUTFITS.

HORSE

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

Phone 139.

and Grain
HayWholesale
and Retail
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Wiil Save You Money
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have aJTrial
Order and Convince You.
,

THE

SNTA FE

HAY AND GRAIN CO.

M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
Phone 214 J

QALISTEO STREET.

116

e

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

Next Door to Postof Ike.

viva 10!

w

".

CHICHESTER S PILLS

0

Rubber Stamps.

Iv

YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
THINQ FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OP
A RUBBER STAMP
YOUR BUSINESS, REM5MBER
BUSY
OF TIME.
DEAL
A
YOU
GREAT
WILL SAVE
PEOPLE ARE USlNd RUBBER' STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS, s - v

WHEN

Where
:

ne

ne

1-

-2

-2

-2

lc

One-lin-

one-ha-

one-ha-

'

Local Dater any town and date, for -2 hrclt.
Ledger Dater month, day and year In -3 inch
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, -4
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year, -8
Defiance Model Band Dater

Me

1-

50c
35c
25c

1-

1-

1-

tech....
inch....

t. ........... I .SO

Facsimile Signature Rubber 'Stamp
Pearl Check Pjwtacter:-.:rv;'i..-iv'-
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-2

2
4

-4

Cut.. . .

1.50

..1.30

25 eta ; 2
20 cts ;
2,
60 cts; 4
75 cts;
cts:
x 9, 85 cts. All colors. Stamp ftod Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
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3--4,

1- -4.

1-

ad Weed!..

STAMP PADS.:

SELF-INKIN- G

15
35

cts ;

2x3
3

3--4.

1- -2.
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-
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MEXICO.

pueblo.
Robert Frye came in from Chamita
yesterday, where he has been work-iron. the new Catholic church being erected at that place. He returned there this morning.
Virgil H. Campbell of Mouutainair
la in the city looking up matters in
regard to roads, and, called on the
siate engineer's office this morning.
William Koepke of Albuquerque is
in the city. Mr. Koepke expects to
Btart soon on the timber cruise on
the Jemez, which will be under the
s
Frank
direction of Supervisor
i
of that reserve.
Arthur H. Zachau. supervisor of the
Chlricahua national forest, who is located at Portal, Arizona, is visiting
lu the city, the guest of Thomas R.
Stewart, supervisor of the Pecos for

Monarch Canned (ioods,
Richelieu Canned Goods,
Hunt's Hand Peeled Call
Canned Fruits.
CHASE & SANBORN'S

Of

G. H. Van Stone, well known

chant of'Estancla, is at 'the

.
for-n- ia

Mrs. H. A. Huntoon and Mrs. B. L.
Van Norman, of Chicago, are registered at the De Vargas.
William McKean of Tibs, is In the
on legal business.
city
' Mrs. A. J. Fischer 5bf Washington
avenue, will not be at home tomorrow.
Mrs. Oppenheim, of Denver, is the
guest of Mrs. J. G. Schuman this
week.

I

GO.

Where Prices ar?
'St
For Saffi Oualitv.

Vv,

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

SX. Buff Orpingtons

PRESBYTERIAN

OUR LINE OF

EGGS FCR HATCHING

CHURCH

EXTRA FANCYGOODS

$2.00,! EGGS

IS ALWAYS COMPLETE.

The early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer!

Below you will find articles
you may be sure of getting
at any time at our store :

FRESH

EGGS

FOR

THE

CHAS.
Phone

2Q4

A. WKEELON,

J.

315

NW

Bottles

June 1st.

Trip Kate from Santa Fe

Palace Ave.

i

EXTENDED

RETURN

LIMIT

with joint
By depositing tickets,
agent at Atlanta, not later than
June 10th, and payment of $1 extension of final limit may be obtained to reach original starting
point not later than midnight of
June 30th 1913.

INSURANCE

Imported Sardells
Dundee Marmalade
Pure Italian Olive Oil
Pure French Oilve Oil
Pure French Olive Oil
Heinz preserved Fruit In Crock
Heinz Mustard Catsup
Heinz Mandalay Sauce
Ripe Olives, Large Ones
Dusseldorf Style Mustard

Fire,

REAL ESTATE

It will not pay you to watte your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing con?

We also have a full line

City Property, Farms

papy.

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc.

..Subscribe for the Santa F. New
Mexican, the paper that toosts all
the time and works for the upbuild
Ins of our new State.

For

f

DELICATESSAN GOODS.

Life, Accident

Surety Bonds
FINE CANDIES

Of

All Kinds.

HHMiimiMiimi

'

.

I

l.

ii

Further Particulars Cat!

On

or Address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico

Plate Olass, Etc. Etc

.

J

May 14th to

Dates of Sale, May 10 to 13,1913.

-

..

ATLANTA, GA.

Round

Anchovies
Anchovies in Oil
Anchovy Paste
Bar le Due Jelly
Artichoke Bottoms, Imported '
Tuna Fish in Olive Oil
Tuna Fish, Plain
French Tunny Fish, In Olive Oil
Pate de Fois Gras
C. & B. Parmasan Cheese in

M. B. Baca and Mrs. E. H. Baca,

...

GENERAL ASSEMBLIES

TABLE.

GROCERY
CO.
Telephone 194 W., Room U
MODERN
left for Las Vegas this morning on
L AUG HI IN BUILDING,
account of the illness of Mr.' Baca's
sister who resides In that city.
- NEWMEXJCO
SANTA FE
H. E. Trelevan of Chicago, is in the
with
a
connected
few
for
days,
city
Scratch Pads ot all descriptions an
the firm he represents, and will look 3
"ss
? all Qualities, 10 pounds tor 60 cent
after the rebuilding and equipment of c
offlc
typewriting machines. Mr. Trelevan WuwxiniiruwnAnAAnniuinuufi New Hexicaa
-

HUE

. merMonte-

zuma.

Tea and Coffee.

H. S.

".-

est.

PURE FOODS

v

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
iV: SANTA

and Price the Quality

JUST RECEIVED
Another car load
;
Boss Patent Flour.

1--

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS,

;

Governs the

M. T. Dunlavy left yesterday for Es- tr.ncia to attend court there.
Dr. ,1; A. MaBsis has returned from
a trip to Albuquerque.
A. D. Renohan and'B. V. McN'ulty
from Albuquerque,
have returned
where they have been on business
Interstate Casual
Price connected with the
ty company.
F. C. Wilson has returned from Santo Domingo, where lie has been busy
on matters pertaining to the Indians

Its not a new idea, but one
well worth considering when
you buy your Groceries. The"
purity and wholesomenese of
all foods sold in our store
Is your best kind of Health
Insurance for you. inferior
goods are not sold by us. We
leave that to those who wish-tHIGH
take chances.
QUALITY AND A PRICE A8
LOW AST THIS
QUALITY
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
upon which we want our
Please
reputation to rest.
remember this.

,

1- -2

Quality

residents.

cf

Mc
Inches fcwif
Stamp, not over 2
10c
Each additional line on stamp.
One-liinches long. . 20c
and not over 3
Stamp, over 2
13c
.
on
Each additional line
stamp.
..
S
28c
One-liover
Inches
not
Ion..
and
3
stamp, over
2fc
Each additional line on same stamp.
.
.
inch
e
5
Inches
over
lonf
per
Stamp,
Each additional line, same price.. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two Hues).
2Sc extra
Borders ot all shapes, under 3 inches long.'
used Is
Where
type
sizes
at
proportionate prices.
Larger
lf
a Mae for each
Inch In size, we chart
over
lf
inch or fraction.
n
DATES, ETC.
1-

years known as Best, Salet, Iways k el iai k
SOLD By PRUfiGISTS

HI

DISTRIBUTOR

"

R

A

H. S.

PRICE LIST.
One-li- ne

M

"

SAME

1

Dmo-aHai-.

1

iHENRY KRICKe- s-

It will not pay you to watte your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing company.

The Modern Garage
Phones Main 34

& 63

W

STORED AND KEPT CLEAN
835 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
PROPXIETOIS
BROWN & PARSON
CARS

b

AGE SIX

H

5AMA

Santa Fe

New Mexican

THE

NEW MEXICAN

MONDAY,

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,'

R. J. PALEN,

15.08
12.51
11.01

mall

Oilly, six months, by mall

per year

Weekly,

RATES

Dally, per quartet, ky wall
Dally, per qvarfee, ky cirri

Weekly, tlx month

et.

,.U5
.Ml

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports como to Valley Ranch. Two and three rora bungalows with bath,
one and two room cabins or rooms in uiaiu building. Accommodations already reserved
ahead., to July. Is
Yours?

THE VALLEY RANCH,

AS

"All of Today's News Today

to congress, there

SEES

wasn't

Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit ni Deposit Accounts opened. Letter of Credit arid Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange. Sales and Purchases effected.
Telcgraptrlc
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, servlce-ylvlng- where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your bankl.ifj
business.

K-

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

TKE BYSTANDER

1

anything lege bred man was above reverting

that. I didn't know about everything, back to the characteristics of primiNow, when I am coming to the seuate tive man. But a flue sample of what
I am conscious that there is nothing higher education docs for them was
I know about anything.
For this rea- seen at the spectacle last Monday evson I am unable to state any course or ening. San Marcial Standard.

IT

needs.

t-day

-

Booklet Free on Request

.1 .

in 1870.

Organized

rime la the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines Its adaptability to changing conditions.
This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its poilcy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-

President

SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, per year, by

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Tlie Oldest Bank in the Slate.

....General Manager

Editor
Associate Editor

Vlce-Pre.'ide- nt.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

Mexican Printing Co., Publishers

Bronson M. Cutting;
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Giddlngs
William F. Brogau

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

Poitoffic
Second Class Matter at tht Samta
Entered
.Published
Daily
The Santa Fo New Mexican......
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
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FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,
THE WHIRLIGIG.
policy until , I have Information
This is worth passing around:
Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
reliable
sources."
Some one has dug up the following through
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things
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every day in all walks of life, but
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31,
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EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
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nothing it. seems to me is more strange
"George M. Pullnnn, of the firm of than a man just chosen to a position
is
Pullman & Moore, house raisers,
in Washington who does not know it Editor--In
a recent issue of your paper
with what he calls 'a
experimenting
all, and then. some.
MONUMENTS THAT BREATHE.
palace sleeping car.' The 'wise ones'
Yet as a rule I think more confi- there appeared an article iu your ediIn this age of utility and when we have grown to our great strength and
predict it will be a failure."
dence is felt by the people in those torial column, entitled "Just Leave It
size, and we are facing conditions Unit go with national growth, one is someSo it has always gone and probably men who admit that there is some- to the Lawyers."
of
our
great figures
times led to wonder why we do not erect in memory of
This article pointed out to readers
always will go. The man who has tll!ng gtm to he learnPd than in tnoge
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
history monuments that breathe.
something new to bring out has fail- - who profess to navo mastered
all that Mrs. James Herman Aldrich of
Long, we have been accustomed to see finely chiseled pieces of statuary
times
for
nine
New
York
out!there
had
evaded
tire
him,
the payCity
is to know and nave notnlng
predicted
in our public squares.
of ten.
more to learn. There is a big lot to ment of $1,000, which she had offered
They are figures of the great men in our history.
.
How familiar that sounds, "The be learned in this world and it is a as a reward to the finder of her
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
They are an inspiration in a way, perhaps, but how much less so than a v ise ones predict it will be a failure." rare
Ferdinand
Cook.
H.
man
one
that
corrals
any
thing
building erected, for instance, for the alleviation of suffering; for the advanceAs a friend of Mrs. Aldrich let me
Sure thing. Every progressive idea, it all, though now and then we find a
private baths. Electric IightrStearn Heat,
ment and education of our yomig children who have no chance in life for denew
at
man
every
who
he
is a re- give you the facts, and I ask you, in
every
thinks
but
it
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attempt
Central Location.
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those
home
for
a
for
useful
and
into
citizenship;
good
velopment and growth
nvention, the wise ones "predict will lief to know that at least one of the justice, to give them as much pubgirls who have fallen wjhen tho odds against them became, too great, and fail."
newly elected senators does not know licity in the papers referred and In
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
whose pitiful stories have com1: to .light in recent investigations; for a place
any other newspapers under your conA few years ago it was that a man it all.
where the children oT the city tenements may go and learn of the world outtrol in which this article may have
by the name of Ford was one of the. '
side, with something mote Una a patch of sky seen above the heated walls bands
.
a threshing mil
appeared.
about
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thing of the duties ami responsibilities
thresh out the grain. This man Ford.
by Troup 23 of the Boy Scouts of
factors in the upbuilding of a nation.
Either Way.
was called, by his companions, "Crazv
America while out under Scout MasThe statue in t he public square becomes, with the passing of the years,
OPEN DAY AND NIQHt
The G. O. P. is about to revise its ter Arthur W. Miller. The reward of
Ford." He had in mind a sort of mait,
had.
ever
features
it
the
all
attractive
loses
and
with
dust,
begrimed
rules. What is really needed is a $1,000 was immediately paid by Mrs.
run
would
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Prom
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a
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care
it
commission,
was
for
io
pass
Those whose duty it
La Salle
propelled by gasoline and taking the general revision of the whole G. O. Aldrich to Troup 23 for the use of the
TO TAOS
BARRANCA
and the new generation forgets and neglects it.
place of the horse and buggy of the P. any old way, either upward or troup, and, hi addition, she "gave $25
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or
bit.
marble
cold
of
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a
QANN,
it
Prop.
think
of
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Meets
it
at
only
North
Both
idly,
South
Strangers glance
downward
or
sideways. Roswell to each of the two boys mentioned in
bronze, typical of days gone by and but representing some historic figure be- day.
the article as having first seen Jhe
Telephone II.
Trains.
Bounds
How his fellow workers guyed him, Record.
to
them but history.
longing to an age which is
Product Prices.
body, and from each of them Mrs. Al- Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
and made fun of him. He was the butt
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
But a breathing monument, that actually lives, as a memorial institution of all jokes. That was but a few years
Alfalfa hay is gradually dropping a drich received a letter of thanks."
north bound train and arrives at
the
25 cents.
Means,
Regular
to soma great character, does not that make even the passer by stop and con- ago, Today, the Ford motor works ati"11!6 in Price tllis spring in Carlsbad,
I have no doubt that you will wiBh
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 60c.
to make this correction as Mrs. Alsider, and give some contemplation to the meaning of it all?
Detroit are as extensive as any in the a condition seldom experienced.
Ten miles shorter than any other
ton in the drich feels much injured by the promA monument of this nature makes one feel that the man to whom it is dedShort Orders at All Hours.
The Ford machine is one of fir corn 18 "P to &20 P
icated is actually living till; that his influence is still felt; that the great the most popular ones on the market, nead' wnile Sou alfalfa is $13 in the inence given to the article in quesway. Good covered hacks, and good
THE
BY
WEEK
BOARD
$5.00 teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
tion.
spirit of the man is still here and the generations that have succeeded him and "Crazy Ford" is several times a uale' Carlsbad Current,
French Noodle Order, 20c a dish.
the
furnished commercial men to take In
Here's
in
Schedule,
are being made better by his having lived.
so!
I
you
am
Thanking
had
while
who
those
anticipation,
millionaire,
New York Chop Suey, 60c. the
U has been 6lven out officially that yours respectively,
The name of one of our great men over the entrance of such a building much fun with him a few years back
surrounding town. Wire Embudc
station.
does more toward perpetuating his memory and in making better those who -- well they may be following the aPPomtments for federal positions
ALEXANDER SIRLING,
ove!' Ule country wlU commence to be
Los Angeles, Cal., April 1.
follow him than the cold silent piece of statuary in the public square.
threshing machine yet.
Duuii. an tt lew uays a united
It is a breathing monument.
So with the Pullman car. Travel:
Slates attorney for New Mexico will
o
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Fe, New Mexico, on May 24, 1913.
would not be much without it. Pull'
he made. Then shortly after the ree- Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017S77.
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thought
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Inna offices of the state w 11 be made.
A case was on trial before Judge Kenesaw Mountain uinais
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., Santa Fe, N. M., Francisco Gonzales,
be "a failure." Funny len t it? I do!T1,
la typical of his rugged character and his Immovable spirit when he believes
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Trinidad Martinez of Kennedy, N. M.
....... ,,
, , ,.
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April 9, 1913.
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paper,
and in addition the entire, ranch is News. "'
or "New Mexico, once a week for six
is 33 years old now and there's not a
IN THEIR NIGHTIES
consecutive weeks, the last puhllca-- :
Tammany politician but will take oath
THEY FIGHT FIRE tion to be at least one week before
'Malone was never troubled , with
the said return day.
Charley-horsor a loss of vocabulary
ADDRESED TO WOMEN
Done in open court, at Santa Fe,
in his whole life.
dor21.
Mich.,-April
Thirty
Adrian,
New Mexico, this 17th day of March,
- If there is a man In the world
who
their
in
robed
only
mitory girls,
has more confidence in Woodrow. Wil- "nighties," early this morning formed A. D. 1913.
WM. H. POPE,
son or who Woodrow Wilson has a successful bucket brigade and withU. S. District Judge,
more confidence in than Dudley Field in 30 minutes subdued fames which
Hot flashes, dizziness, fainting spells, backache, headache,
Malone nobody in the Wilson or Ma- broke out on the third floor in the United States District Court, )
bearing-dowpains, nervousness all are symptoms of irregularity
)ss.
families know him. He's Irish. south hall dormitory of Adrian collone
ana xenuue aisturrantes ana are not oeyona reuer.
- District of New Mexico.
)
He's enthusiastic and he's got so much lege, and for a time threatened to de
-- Dr.I, Harry F. Lee, clerk of said court,
brains that it keeps his face looking stroy the building.
Pierce's A
with straining to hold them in
The fire was discovered by Miss do hereby certify that the foregoing
gaunt
Is that of a famous physician unusually experienced
head. He's not par- Gladys Codurus of ZaneBvllIe, Ohio, af- 13 a true and correct copy of an order
his normal-sizein the treating of women's peculiar ailments. For
of
been
ter flames had entered her room from of court filed and entered of record in
recommended
to
naa
being called the
proud
ticularly
suffering'
forty years it
womankind. Thousands of women can bear witness
of Senator O'Gorman. Not that the stairs leading to the hallway, and said court on the 17th day of March,
to its beneficial qualities. Perhaps its aid is all that
he isn't fond of the old man. He'd be which within a few minutes more A. D. 1913.
b reuulred to restore to ym perfect health and strength.
Witness my official signature and
Mow is the time to set, write Or. K. V. Pierce's, Buffalo,
glad to have him known as the father-in-la- would have cut off the exit of 30 girls
of Dudley Field Malone and who were sleeping on the third floor. the seal of said court, this 17th day of
HOW CUBED
Without a sign of fear Miss Codurus March, A. D. 1913. .
Mas. Dominic Sodoku, of Bsn ftasdm. Calif , write l
he wishes the senator well. But be
take plttwire In neomraeoains roar wonderful ranediea. ana
HARRY P. LEE,
went
too
is
that
'Favorite
in
In
behalf
an
of
Pfwription'unweVGouen
your
family
wkh to wi
systematically from door to door (SEAL.) .
ing
Motttea DiKOTenr that throorh thoir OMi un now cured of the
Clerk.
m Mr 10.
much for one man under the present awakening her school mates. Alleaieuioe earec
TSarafalleaaad 1 therefore wealr. ta take aoetbar.
system of laws. Mrs. Malone is only though the building was filled with
rthank iwi for ;our adrica."
New Mexican Want Ads always
of the senator's de- smoke she never faltered until all had
cam
bring results. Trv
scendants and, while Dudley Field Ma-- been warned and reached safety.
Uf LIQUID OB TABLET PORSK L Mas. Bodobbs
in
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Santa Fe
No. 2,
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to

Knights

OFFICE
HOTJB3;
a. m
fo 8
lo i
2

U

Pythias meets

p. m

7

p. m

W. J. TIMMS,

every Monday

evening at 8 o'clock
In
Fellows
Odd
Hall.

Expert Repairer of Watches
and Clocks. Engraving.
All visiting
are most

Knights
cordially invited.
A. P. HILL, C. C.
A. REINCARDT, K. of R. and S.

SB

With J. H. Blain, San Francisco St.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already print'
od at the New
Mexican Printing
Company.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
fact that thousands of
women uie now using

Do you realize the

e

Cass of "Itfeiros?"

Rooms, Houses & Ranches
What Have You to Rent ?

a

Sons-in-la-

e

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjustea ana repaired:. Npw
,
platens furnished. Ribbons and
Typewriters sold, excheange.1
and lented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange, Phone 231 W.

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
Camp
Bank Building,
Capital
City
W.
a
M.
13514,
Rooms
Tuesmeets second
Siula Fe, New Mexico.
day each month, social meeting third
G. W. PRICHARD,
at FireTuesday
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
man's Hall. Visit
Practices in all the District Courts
ing neighbors welcome.
and
gives special attention to cases
Consul.
A. G. WHITTIER,
before the State Supreme Court.
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
ODD FELLOWS,
. Chas. R. Easley,
No. 2, I. O. O. F. Chas. F. Eaelcy,
EASLEY & EASLEY,
J)
Santa Fe Lodge
.
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
meets
regularly
Practice in the Courts and Before
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
erg always welcome.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Este-cia- ,
N. M.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
Lodge No. 25a, holds its regular
M. J. McGUINNESS
meeting on the first Thursday of each
Attorney-at-Law- .
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
wel
and
invited
Room
are
Second
brothers
12,
Floor, Capital City
Visiting
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
come.
BENITO A LA RID, President
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Dentist.
F. W. FARMER
Over Spitz Jewelry Stor. ,,,,
No.
Homestead
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
2879, Brotherh- Phone Red 6.
ood of AmeriOffice Hourf 5 a. m, to 5 p.
can Yoemen.
And by Appointment
Meets second
and fourth MoD
ndays of the C. C.
month at the
PHYSICAN and SURGEON,
Fireman's Hall.
Rooms 9 Laughlin Bldff. Calls
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
promply attended day or night.

n

" IS
YOURS A

FOR RENT Rooms for men. Xewly
furnished.
Hot water heat.
Cse of
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson Corner Grant and Johnson. Tel. 270J.

Fe

j

-

M".

17-1- 8

Sons-in-La-

fair-size- d

Want to seji or trade your property?
Ark for our free big list. Snlthwent
Leal Estate Exchange, 'Moriarty, N.

P. O. E.
List it with MRS. SUMWERS, Room
Santa Fe LodgeNo 11,
Laughlin Block.
460, B. P. O. E,
Rooms and houses furnished or unholds its regular furnished.
A select list
always on
session on the sec- hand.
fourth
ond
and
Wednesday cf each Saves You Time and Moiiey.
month. Vi'iting
brothers are invil
ed and welcome.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Exalted Ruler,
ATTORNEYS AT-LC. H. WILSON,
Santa

u

I

FOR RENT- - Six room house, balli.
block from
electric light and rnnire,
Capitol. O. C. Vnu..;si H Co.

Secretary

twenty-paymen-

j.

roor.iF.

w7

NEWS OF THE STATE

j

No

B.

It
Try

s

rhapter

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1, 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rite
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy,,

ter

fellow-farmer-

lousi Ke' ping
Phom; 'SX).

M.

NT

-

n

A.

No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

uniformly

Holland-America-

Fe

R.

Santa Fe Comuiandery

It's, the Baking Powder

SENATOR'S

!

Regular
FOR RENT A three or six rooiu
second house furnished or unfurnished.
convocation
Apof
month
each
Monday
ply to 1). S. Lowiti'.ki.
at
Hall
at Masonic
7:30 p. m.
Solicitors
Ladii s or
gents who
J. A. MASSIF,
Spanish can make good money.
II. P
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
N experience needed. Cull ii to " p. in.
Secretary.
Carlaml"!-- , Capital hotel.

BAKING POWBEK
"Happy

'fewi

Santa
1,

"feS

CALUMET

FOR UK. VI'-- I7: Palace ave.

and

house,

:

The Happy
naoiT

FOR J IK NT Modern
furnished hou o.

A.

T,

& S. F. R'Y

TIME TABLE
Effective January 1st, 1913.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
.
Albuquerque
train for Clovit and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
as a remedy for mucous membrane affections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulceration, caused by female ills? Women who
have been cured say "it is worth its
weight in gold. ' ' Dissolve in water and
apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine in their private correspondence with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it has
no equal. Only 50c. a large box at Druggists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.

Delicious

Hot

Chocolate.

October's chilly days mcgest something
Ttrm (or tbe inner man.
We're serving hoi chocolate mads from

m.

son-in-la-

ff

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
.
No. 9 westbound.
Returning,
a. m.

arrive Santa Fe 12:30

lie pumy, excellence ana
delicioueneae of flavor.
know
of anr other store
don't
that earns
&pdr)r- - chocolsts too
erpenslTe, perhaps. It's different at OURS
there's nothing too good for onr patrons.
We

A

in-la-

tour vBCoem

supply to v

r

it

Call Central" for Train
Reports.

PIPING HOT
CUPFUL FOR

b.

OC

6erred with dainty, crisp crackers.
--

alwaysfresb. If
HUYLER"3
we'll express it to
tfeo

ut or

city,

yoaTe
you.

''X
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PAOe EIGHT

!

F. ANDREWS
Market.
Grocery, Bakery and

FOR A LIMITED TIME.:

1

$.10

2for

1.20
2.35
25c

ANHRFWS PhoneNoJ

Phone No.4

HAVE YOU ?

SUFFRAGIST HEARING BEGUN.
Washington, D. C, April 21. The
suffragists begin tljeir hearing by
Which lias a Most Complete
calling upon severaHmeriibers of con
v
Assortment of
gress for their views. Senator Warren endorsed women suffrage in a letA party of prominent Santa Fe
CORRECT
IN
MILLINERY, STAMPED
ditches from the mountain streams
DEPOT FOR DONA ANA.
Senator Chamberlain and Reprehad a sorry experience ter;
Petition for the amendment to the and to give them notice tliat they must
made speeches
Lane
sentative
EMBROIDERY FLOSS IN WHITE AND CCL- and
whtlo motoring
between
certificate of incorporation has betn install such screens, the state agent yesterday,
hire and the Valley Ranch. They, Senator Ashurst, a member of the
ORS; ALSO CROCHET COTTON.
tiled with the corporation commission for these articles
being J. Frank
were overtaken by the rain at Gloriet-t- committee, declared himself in favor
movement.
of
the
by J. If. O'Reilly company of Albu- Cnrns, Wagon Mound. N. M.
and obliged to abandon their maChairman Thomas announced that
jquerqiie, to change the name of the FRISONEKS HERE FROM
chines
with one exception and reCOLFAX
COUNTY,
liutts Incorporated company.
today's
hearing would be given up to
Colfa:: turn home by train. One automobile the federal association for women
Complying with the request of the j Sheriff Abe Hlxenbuugh of
contained
B. Laughlin
and
N.
Judge
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Marshal
suffrage and that next Saturday the
corporation commission General Man. 'county, accompanied by City
Baldwin of Raton and Deputies Eu wife and daughter, Mies Ruth,, Mrs oommittee would listen to the "Nalaser Fox. of the Santa F western
J. H. Rapp and her brother, Charles
lines has notified the commission that Reno Twltty, Charles Kline and Celso Morrison of Illinois, the latter having tional Association for Equal Suffrage"
Raton
from
arrived
last
for two hours and Dr. Mary Walker REBELS ARE MOVING ON
Cliaves,
night
a depot will be built ut Dona Anna,
just come to this part of the country.
SALTILLO AND TORREON.
seven miles north of Las Cruces and with several prisoners who have been Miss Laughlin was driving the ma- for twenty minutes.
Texas, April 2l. 'AcD.
Pass,
an agent Installed at that point. The sentenced to: the state penitentiary, chine and following the automobile
Eagle
Advo21.
Washington,
C, April
to
and
delivered
them
to
Governor
Superintendent
Carranza, of
the
cates of "votes for women" were cording
Increased traffic created by
shipMcManus. The following is the lis ahead, became stalled on account of
who Is at Piedras Negras,
C'oahuila,
for
their
senate
when
the
pers and fruit growers in that vicinity
the
ready
inning
auto
the
In
forward
heavy clay.
cf prisoners and their crimes and senmobile were Judge Hanna and wife, woman suffrage committee met today. for a conference with constitutionalist
justifies the Improvement.
tences: For assault with deadly wea- Air.
WYANT.
were given two leaders, his forces have captured the
and Mrs. J. j. Goutchey and Missf1""6
BEN
TO GET
two
to three
pon, Juan Montoya,
to explain their oppo- tewn of General Capeda, between
hours
Souder.
and
and
wife
Arthur
baturday
Seligman
a
has
for
requisition
Application
years; George MeSpadden, one to two
Saltillo and Torreon, and several colbeen made and will be taken to Ne- years; for assault with intent to nlur son, Otis, were in the Seligman ma- sition to the proposal that ah amendumns
of rebels are moving on Saltillo
ment
for
the
universal
be
driven
Suffrage
calling
chine,
by
being
chauffeur,
braska to recover Ben Wyant and der, Giosine Palacci, IS months to two
Torreon.
and
Frank
recommended
Horne.
The
machine
by congress.
Laughlin
bring him back to New Mexico. J. A.! years; for horse stealing, George JuStreet will carry the papers to that lian, one year to 18 months; for for- had to be pulled out with a block and
tackle.
The entire party, with the
suue aim bkch. iu uuu m mau v. uu
feery, vineente C. de Baca, one .year
Mr. Seligman and Franl:
the penitentiary nere ana is saia to t()
months. The following are sent exception of
Horne, who drove in after avoiding
he in Hall county, in that state.
up for burglary and given orie year to
the worst part of the mud, came home
FISH SCREENS TO BE INSTALLED. L'j months: Hlgnio Baca, Francisco
came
trin' J"st
'j18
The state game warden has adopted jllurtado, Moses Trujillo and Felipe Lty sufficient
to retard pro
ii
quantities
reverse-ac-Salsame
offense
and
for
the
file Johnson
Klores,
!giess, Leroy Moore rushed by and
tion, drum fish screen. He has noti- - vador Martinez gets two to three
the worst of it and got- - back
For murder Gorge Vichiarel-owner- s escaped
fled deputies to get a list of ail ditch years.
to town in fairly good shape. Thr
in the state where there arejli is sentenced to life Imprisonment
of enjoyment was completely
fish or where fish come down into the and Andrew Serrano to 15 to 20 years. day
marred by the mishap, the ladies beIt was a new encoming drenched.
counter for Mr. Morrison, who has not
JUDGE LOUETT HAS
been In the west very long, and has
not learned to laugh at such experTENTATIUE PLAN FOR iences,
G. SARGENT,
IN TELEPHONING
CONSOLIDATION
W. H. MENDENHALL,
The New Mexican, if your business
CANNON BALLS AND
is about advertising, subscriptions
or
St. Paul, Minn.. April 21. Federal
job work, please call up "286." If Judges Hook, Sanborn and Smith toBULLETS FALL
you wish to speak to the editor or give day took under advisement a motion
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
IN OLD EMPALME
lany news, please ohone "31."
made by Judge Robert S. Lovett, rep- "
resen ting the Union Pacific railway,
mwly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
Sassafras Bark at Zook's Pharmacy.; that the time of submitting a plan
Nogales, Ariz., April 21. The fedpapered. Many private baths and all the coin-for- ts
LOST A brown muff on Arroyo for the dissolution of Ihe merger of erals at Guaymas have received fresh
hotel.
of a first-clas- s
Hondo road. Suitable reward
for the Union Pacific and Southern Pa- - supplies of ammunition and their re
return to Xew Mexican office.
The sponse to the bombardment of state
jcific be extended until July 1.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent judges, before giving a decision, will troops across- - the bay from Empalme
The finest rooms in tht city, having lask the United States supreme court is growing hotter. Cannon balls and
electric liaht. steam heat an! baths, whether they have authority" to
bullets are falling thick in Empalme.
lo- - mit such an extension
of time,
American residents are keeping well
centrally
European Hotel,
St. Paul, Minn., April 21. Judge under cover. The cruiser California
cated.
State Progressive Headquar
iovett's motion for an extension of is keeping close watch on events and
ters in the hotel.
TAILORS TO WOMEN. QUALITY time was at first denied, Judge San boats are kept ready to aid Americans
THE W. 'born stating for the court that it was in escaping from the zone of fire.
AND FIT GUARANTEED.
H. GOEBEL CO., 421 COLLEGE ST. not certain that it had authority, ac
The Child's Welfare Department ofjeording to the mandate of the bu
the Woman s club will hold a meeting :preme court of the umted states, to BOMBARDMENT
such an extension.
at the assembly room of the old
Later, the
GUAYMAS RESUMED
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ace tomorrow, Tuesday afternoon, at denial was withdrawn and the mo3 o'clock.
Mrs. J. A. Rolls will read tion was taken under advisement. An
ILFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
Nogales, Ariz., April 21. The
an interesting paper on "Vacation early decision is looked'' for from the
on
was
resumed
Guaymas
supreme court.
Day."
early today, the state troops
using
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Our Benzoine, Witch Hazel and AlJudge Hook stated that he heart'ly cannon.
Theliro soon was tliscon-tlnued- .
mond Cream, try it. It relieves sore- concurred in the opinion of his col- ness, redness and roughness, makes leagues that the extension should be
United states army officials here
tne skin soft and smooth. Zook's.
granted and Judge Sanborn made :t
Phone Black
Phow mack
S. E. Hugenberger has sworn out a plain that the court believed the ra".-va- today received orders from the war
to
fedover
was
turn
McA.
Dr.
company
Thomas
warrant against
doing everythin.1? department
captured
Carthy for assault and battery, the i1" s power to present a plan for eral arms and ammunition to Aguilar
case being before Judge Garcia next dissolution that would be acceptabh Huerta, representing the Huerta govWednesday morning at 9 o'clock. Up to the United States supreme court ernment.
to the time of going to press the war and the attorney.
Alafhied over possible results, resiUnited States District Attorney dents here are
rant had not been served on the docpreparing a protest to
tor. Full details of the case will ap- Houpt read to the court, the following Washington.
from
Attorney General
pear when it comes up on Wednesday. telegram
dated April 18:
Even if you have to do up your hair
X IS
"Judge Lovett of tin Union Pacific
several times a day, it will be a pleasure when you have a good flexible rub- rc.hvay expects to have a conference
TO
ABLE
UP
with the United States circuit judges
ber comb. Get it at Zook's.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
next
St.
Paul
tt
in
reference
monday,
Santa Fe Lodge
Regular Meeting
to
21.
The
a
this
Rome,
for
April
pope
plan
of Perfection No. 1, A. A. S. R., will
carrying out the decre'e
HIGH-GRADbe held this evening at the Scottish oi the supreme court in the case of morning was in much better spirits
Rite cathedral at 8 o'clock at which the United States vs. Union Pacific and felt stronger. He still suffered
time the officers elected at the last Railway company. In view of all cir- somewhat from coughing. As the day
was stlnny, he was allowed to rise
meeting will be Installed. Immediate- cumstances, it seems plain to me that and sit
in an arm chair in front of
ly after the meeting Aztlan Chapter public interest would not suffer, but the
closed window. For the first time
Rose Croix No. 1, will meet and in- niay be materially advised by extending the time specified in the mandate since his relapse, the pope was able
stall officers.
until the first of July next, and I am to look into the Piazzi dl S Pietro,
AND
willing to assent to such enlargement which was alive with people. When
cf time, all other provisions of the he saw such a large number of flag')
orders and decrees heretofore entered were flying, he asked the reason .aid
was informed that today was the anto remain in force as at
present.
New York, N. Y., April 21. Trading
P.leass communicate this to the niversary of the foundation of Rome,,
was perfunctory today through, the judges when they assemble."
2,663 years ago.
Are II HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
"Cities grow with age, while men
Judge Lovett presented informally
morning and iiuctuations were ret the court a tentative plan for the
stricted to unusually narrow limits.
OCCASIONALLY.
decline," remarked the pope. Wall street regarded the intention consolidation', which will be presented
of the government to intervene in the formally when final action is taken ISSUED THE MARRIAGE
railroad rate cases before the su- in the matter of extension of time.
LICENSE A MINUTE
Late this afternoon the court, after
AFTER MIDNIGHT
preme court as promising another in
definite delay before final settlement a consultation, agreed to give out a
of the important issues involved. The synopsis of the plan, proposed today After Week's
Acquaintance, Los AnJudge Lovett. The chief feature
prospect was discouraging to specu--l
Girl is Wedded to Illinois Posgeles
!
the
Plan
brief, is that no Union
lators who had been hoping for an'1?1
tal Clerk.
Pacific stockholder possessing 1,000
early decision, and business fell off to
St. Louis, April 21. Miss Dorothy
hard-to-$u-it
Biiaren or more, can noia any Southern
nrnnnrtfnro
'
Egelhoff, the
8'0ck'
stock'This
affects
36S
Foreign dealings threw little light ?a,c1lfIc
of
C.
H.
Rundal, a reputed mil" 18 salQon the probable course of prices,
lionaire of Los Angeles, was. married
Any demand that your work or your typist can possibly
tation abroad being ascribed to meas-- j
to
make, in any ordinary or exceptional requirement of
shortly after midnight ' today
ures to conserve resources pending CONGRESS ASKED
Charles Schroeder, a clerk in the
.is covered by our three machines
typewriting,
111.
Hujusimeni. oi political ana nnai conThe
postoffice at Jersey ville,
TO
INVESTIGATE
ditions.
wedding was at Carrollton, 111., whithBonds were irregular.
er the couple' eloped in an automobile
ASSAULT ON
late Sunday.
New York, April 21. Shorts were
intimidated by signs of absorption of
The county clerk re'used to issue
Washington, D C, April 21. Consome of the important stocks and in
gressional investigation of the assault the marriage license on Sunday, but
single or double keyboard; shifting
their efforts to cover in the narrow oil
Sims last Friday as soon as the clock struck midnight
market prevailing, they ran up prices by Representative
carriage or shifting type segment;
C. C. Glover, a local banker and he handed Mr. Schroeber the license.
pretty sharply on themselves. Union capitalist, we.-- informally asked of Search for a minister then began and
machines of any width of carriage;
Pacific and Amalgamated rose a point the house
within,.the hour the ceremony was
today in a resolution by over.
machines
and Reading and Steel nearly as
met
Schroeder
his
is
it
regulated to any touch;
bride,
Representative Garrett of Tennessee,
much.
machines to write, add and sub
who called on Speaker Clark to ap- said, a week ago.
Business grew larger and dealings point a select, committee-o- f
five to
tract; machines for any kind of form
more varied when the market began report a course of procedure by next ROAD GANG MEN
Remington
and tabular work; machines with many
ESCAPED
to show some evidence of strength. Saturday. The house
YESTERDAY.
Jr
passed the resTwo escapes from the road gang at
Can, Chesapeake and Ohio and some olution without opposition.
machines for every
features;
special
of the higher priced industrials were
The personal encounter between the Elmerdorf camp in Socorro county oc
special purpose; 41 different,
Bought freely.
meu was the result of a speech ou the curred yesterday. The convicts who
The trarket closed strong.
models comprise cur complete
floor of the house wherein Representa- got away were Jual Gil and Untomo
Consent by the court to the time tive Sims attacked Mr. Glover's al- MartinesC who had only four and five
line.
extension asked for carrying out the leged connection with a real estate months to serve respectively, and who
Harriman dissolution plan furnished proposition in which the government now, are being caught, will have to
more ammunition for the bulls, who was interested.
In publishing state- serve about two and a half years each.
The Remington Typewriter
promptly raised the whole list to a ments, Mr. Glover admits having
is a universal service
Service
still higher range. Union Pacific, struck Mr. Sims twice.
Mr. Sims was willing to let the afReading and Amalgamated improved
universal in every sense of the
Smith
two points, while Steel, Smelting, fair drop, but other members contendword. It. includes everything
Premier
Northern Pacific and other standard ed an attack upon a member of con'
extends
it
stocks rose a point or more.
and
everywhere. We
gress for what he said or done on the
floor is contempt of congress itself.
have
machines for
not only
"RED APPLE PAINT
JOB LEADS TO DEATH.
but
our service
every purpose,
will make them so.
Pueblo, Colo., April 21. Just 20 RICH MAN KILLS A
includes operators, inspections,
minutes after he had secured employ
GOPHER WITH GOLF BALL.
April and May are the months for
ment on the First National bank buildColorado Springs, Colo., April 21.
supplies, rentals ; in fact, every
for
trees
fruit
proing being erected here, Peter Hughes Willis R. Armstrong,: a prominent painting your
conceivable requirement of the
was crushed to death this morning by tanker of this city, killed a gopher tection from ail kinds of insects.
Made
a
Tree
Paint
being caught in a hoisting machine. He with golf ball, on a 100 yard drive at Try RhoadY Patent
typewriter user.
leaves a widow and
the Colorado Springs Golf club Saturand Guaranteed by
children.
day afternoon. The little animal was
NOTICE!
apparently sitting on a mound when
Monarch
Remington Typewriter Company
The annual meeting of the stock- the ball was driven from the tee. Au
NOVELTY, WORKS,
holders of the New Mexico Telephone examination showed that it bad been
1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.
Co. will be held at the office. 239 San struck on the back of the head and
104 QALISTEO ST.,
SANTA FE, N. M.
Francisco St. Monday, April 21. 8 p. m killed instantly.
Telephone 157 W.

AUTOMOBILISTS
STALLED BY RAIN
AT GLORIETA

OFFICIAL NEWS,
't

MISS A. MUGLER

,

-

j

bffe

WEAR-EVE-

ALUMINUM

THE DE VARGAS

COOKING'
UTENSILS?
"WEAR-EVER- "
Aluminum Cooking Utensils 6peak for
themselves, prove their worth If given a fair trial.
They are stamped from THICK, hard, sheet aluminum
and are made without seam or solder. They can not
ALUMINUM
rust, do not contain and can not form with fruit or
vegetable acids any poisonous compound food may
stand In a "WEAR-EVER- "
utensil without Injury, the
TRADEMARK same as in a glass or china dish. They are solid metal,
uninjured by sudden changes of temperature. They can not crack or
scale. They are practicably indestructible.
Progressive housewives are now studying as never before household economy seeking to know which foods are pure and how they
may be made most healthful, which utensils are safe and how the
most satisfactory service may be secured from them, and what articles
give most value for money expended.
R

Santa Fe Hardware

It was The Palace Hotel,
IT IS NOW

rn

-

1

WEAR-EVE-

THE STORE

i

USED

EVER

t

APRI L 21,

a

Banquet Tomatoes, per cnn
"
per dozen,"
"
per case,
Banquets are the standard No. 2J4' a regular
seller. Our price 10c per can.

i

i,

MONDAY,

&

Supply Co.

LOCAL ITEMS.

si

W.

Proprietor.
Business Manager.

FAST

per-Th-

i

OFCO

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

j

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Pal-gra-

Order your Bedding Plants now for deliv- ery Next Month.

S

-

1 THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Phone 12.

HERSCH

SCDIT7

POPE PIUS

45

THE
? JEWELER

SIT

Dead weight.. That's the difference
between a light and a heavy car. It
takes gasoline to pull thie excessive
weight. It means tire wear. Get away
from the extra expense. Buy a light
weight vanadium steel Ford.

E

WATCHES

Every third car a Ford and every
Ford user a Ford "booster." New
prices runabout $525 touring car
$(;i)0
delivery car $C2o town car
5S00
with all equipment, f. o. b.
t.
Get particulars from

WALL STREET

Time Pieces That
Reliable!

HardwareCo.

Wood-Davi- s

If It's Hardware We H"ave It.
I

SANTA FE.

-

-

-

-

CLOCKS

j

NEW MEXICO.

Send your
typist here

step-daught-

-

-

ST. LOUIS,
ROUND TRIP,

$43.15
Ceremonies and American
Peace Congress,
April 30th to May 3rd, 1913.

Tickets on Sale April 27th, 28th, 29th and 30th.
Limit, May 6th, 1913.

Return

68th Annual Session Southern Baptist Convention
MAY 14 TO 21, 1913.

Dates of Sale, May II,

12, 13, 14.

Return Limit, May 27th, 1913.

'

16TH ANNUAL CONVENTION
NATIONAL RETAIL- GROCERS' ASSOCIATION
-

-

,

Dales of Sale, May 17th, 18th,

I H.

1

9 ill.

Return Limit, May 25th, 1913.

For further particulars call on or address,
S. LUTZ, Agt.,
SANTA FE, N. M.

-

RemingtonSmith Premier Monarch

SIMS

Complete Visible Writing;

--

Jefferson Memorial Dedication

,

'

Are Your Trees

Strong and Healthy?

j

'

r

J. F. R HO ADS,

.1--.,

